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1 
Attributed to the Master of the Kress 
Landscapes 
Crucifixion with the Virgin and St. John the 
Evangelist 
Oil on panel 
16 3/4 x 24 1/2 inches (42.55 x 62.23 cm) 
C  
$3,000-5,000 

 

2 
Circle of Abraham Bloemaert 
Landscape with Cows 
Oil on copper 
11 3/4 x 15 inches (29.85 x 38.1 cm) 
 
With some alterations in composition, this 
painting relates to an original landscape 
engraving from the Bloemaert studio. 
C  
$2,000-4,000 

 

3 
Circle of Abraham Bloemaert 
Landscape with a Dovecote 
Oil on copper 
11 3/4 x 15 1/8 inches (29.85 x 38.42 cm) 
 
With some alterations in composition, this 
paintings relates to a landscape etching from the 
Bloemaert studio. 
C  
$2,000-4,000 

 

4 
Circle of Jean-Honoré Fragonard 
Landscape 
Oil on canvas 
20 5/8 x 26 inches (52.39 x 66.04 cm) 
Unframed 
C  
$3,000-5,000 

 

5 
Circle of Luis Paret y Alcázar 
Minerva, Protectress and Teacher of the Arts 
and Sciences of the Realms of Spain 
Oil on canvas, en brunaille, in a hand-carved 
Spanish colonial frame 
12 7/8 x 27 inches (32.70 x 68.58 cm) 
 
Provenance: 
Sale, Sotheby's New York, Jan. 12, 1989, lot 165 
 
Luis Paret y Alcazar (1746-1799) established an 
academy of fine art in Ponce, Puerto Rico, which 
was a forerunner of the present Escuela de 
Bellas Artes there. 
C  
$5,000-7,000 

 

6 
Gianfranco da Tolmezzo 
Italian, 1450-1510 
The Virgin with St. Sebastian and St. Roch, circa 
1510 
Oil on panel 
22 x 28 1/8 inches (55.88 x 71.44 cm) 
 
Gianfranco da Tolmezzo was an artist of the 
Bellini school active in the region of Friuli, on the 
mainland to the north of Venice. This painting 
was very likely painted around 1510, a 
particularly virulent plague year in northern Italy. 
All of the figures depicted-the Virgin and Child, 
St. Sebastian, and St. Roch-were evoked as 
protectors against the plague at this time. 
C  
$5,000-7,000 

 

7 
Attributed to Pierre-Jacques Volaire 
Aeneas in the Underworld 
Oil on canvas 
20 3/4 x 28 1/2 inches (52.72 x 72.39 cm) 
C  
$3,000-6,000 

 

8 
Circle of Gerard Ter Borch 
Lady Holding a Box and Gloves 
Inscribed indistinctly and dated 1663 (ur) 
Oil on panel 
16 1/4 x 11 3/4 inches (41.28 x 29.85 cm) 
C  
$1,000-2,000 

 

8A 
Dutch School 
17th Century 
Portrait of a Young Man Holding Gloves 
Oil on panel 
Sight 13 1/2 x 10 inches (34.3 x 25.4 cm) 
 
Provenance: 
Addison Gallery, Andover, Massachusetts 
C The Collection of Joseph Cicio 
$500-700 

 

9 
Delft School 
17th Century 
A Girl Feeding Ducks 
Oil on panel 
20 3/4 x 15 3/4 inches (52.71 x 40 cm) 
 
It has been suggested that this painting may be 
by Quirijn van Brekelenkam. 
C  
$3,000-4,000 
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10 
Circle of Jean-Honoré Fragonard 
The Temple of Vesta at Tivoli 
Oil on panel 
12 1/2 x 19 1/4 inches (31.75 x 48.9 cm) 
C  
$5,000-7,000 

 

11 
School of Ferrara 
16th Century 
The Resurrection of Christ 
Oil on canvas laid to panel 
14 1/4 x 12 1/2 inches (36.2 x 31.75 cm) 
Unframed 
C  
$2,000-4,000 

 

12 
Leon Jean Basile Perrault 
French, 1832-1908 
The Young Musician, Paris, 1890  
Signed and dated L. Perrault 1890 (ll) 
Oil on canvas 
33 1/8 x 18 7/8 inches (84.1 x 48 cm) 
C  
$1,500-2,500 

 

13 
Circle of Jan van Os 
Flowers in a Sculpted Urn with a Bird's Nest on a 
Marble Ledge 
Watercolor on paper 
25 1/2 x 19 3/4 inches (64.77 x 50.17 cm) 
 
Provenance: 
Frost & Reed Ltd, London as by Wybrand 
Hendricks 
Private collection, Canada 
 
We would like to thank Fred Meijer for pointing 
out a direct correlation between a painting by 
Jan van Os of a Still Life with Bird's Nest sold by 
Christie's, London on April 19, 1985, lot 54 with 
this watercolor. 
C  
$2,000-4,000 

 

14 
Circle of Michael Dahl 
Portrait of a Lady in Blue  
Oil on canvas  
24 x 20 inches (61 x 50.8 cm) 
C  
$800-1,200 

 

15 
School of Sir Peter Lely 
Portrait of a Lady 
Oil on canvas 
24 1/4 x 20 1/4 inches (61.6 x 51.44 cm) 
C  
$2,000-4,000 

 

16 
Louis-Auguste Lapito 
French, 1803-1874 
Coastal Landscape, 1851 
Signed A. Lapito and dated 1851 (ll) 
Oil on canvas 
14 3/8 x 18 3/4 inches (36.51 x 47.63 cm) 
C  
$1,000-1,500 

 

17 
Josef Israels 
Dutch, 1824-1911 
Peasant Woman and Boy in a Field 
Signed Josef Israels (lr) 
Oil on panel 
9 3/4 x 12 5/8 inches (24.77 x 32.07 cm) 
C  
$2,500-3,500 

 

18 
Thomas Luny 
British, 1759-1837 
Ships Near a Coast 
Signed T. Luny and dated 1801 (lr) 
Oil on canvas 
29 x 47 3/4 inches (73.66 x 121.29 cm) 
C  
$10,000-20,000 

 

19 
Dutch School 
18th/19th Century 
Figures in an Extensive Landscape 
Oil on canvas 
38 x 50 1/2 inches (96.52 x 128.27 cm) 
C  
$3,000-5,000 

 

20 
Follower of Willem van Aelst 
Still Life of Fruit on a Marble Ledge  
Bears signature W. V. Aelst and dated 1648. (lr) 
Oil on canvas 
18 3/8 x 22 1/2 inches (46.7 x 57.2 cm) 
C Estate of Loucel G. Lipman 
$2,000-5,000 

 

21 
Provincial Dutch School 
17th/18th Century 
Travelers at Rest  
Oil on panel 
18 x 25 3/8 inches (45.7 x 64.5 cm) 
C Estate of Loucel G. Lipman 
$600-900 
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22 
Follower of Gerrit van Honthorst 
Portrait of a Lady, Possibly a Princess of Orange 
Oil on panel 
14 3/8 x 12 1/4 inches (36.51 x 31.12 cm) 
C Estate of Loucel G. Lipman 
$700-1,000 

 

23 
Italian School 
17th century 
A Franciscan Embracing the Cross 
Inscribed P D Mattia Medici in the upper register 
Oil on canvas  
25 5/8 x 20 1/2 inches (65.09 x 52.07 cm) 
Unframed 
C  
$700-1,000 

 

24 
Attributed to Bartolommeo Biscaino 
The Nativity  
Inscribed Biscaino (ll); inscribed B. Biscaino and 
71 on the reverse 
Brown ink and wash on paper 
15 1/8 x 11 inches (38.42 x 27.94 cm) 
C Property from the Collection of Donald and 
Leona Kuba 
$800-1,200 

 

25 
Attributed to Corrado Giaquinto 
Adoration of the Shepherds 
Oil on canvas 
36 3/4 x 32 inches (93.35 x 81.28 cm) 
C Property from the Collection of Donald and 
Leona Kuba 
$4,000-6,000 

 

26 
Follower of Giovanni Benedetto Castiglione 
The Sacrifice of Noah 
Oil on canvas 
39 x 51 1/8 inches (99.06 x 129.86 cm) 
C Property from the Collection of Donald and 
Leona Kuba 
$3,000-5,000 

 

27 
Attributed to Nicolo Grassi 
Eliezer and Rebecca at the Well 
Oil on canvas  
39 3/4 x 52 inches (100.97 x 132.08 cm) 
C Property from the Collection of Donald and 
Leona Kuba 
$4,000-6,000 

 

28 
Venetian School 
16th/17th Century 
Saint Catherine in Prayer 
Oil on canvas 
30 3/4 x 25 1/8 inches (78.12 x 63.82 cm) 
C Property from the Collection of Donald and 
Leona Kuba 
$3,000-5,000 

 

29 
Federico Pastoris di Casalrosso 
Italian, 1837-1884 
The Royal Match, 1876  
Signed and dated Pastoris 1876 (lr) 
Oil on canvas 
13 7/8 x 18 7/8 inches (35.3 x 48 cm) 
 
Provenance:  
Sale, Hotel Drouot, Paris, The Collection of 
Alfred Hartmann, Apr. 15, 1899, lot 68 
Sale, Sotheby's Arcade, New York, Oct. 27, 
1999, lot 68 
C Property of a Philadelphia Collector 
$2,000-3,000 

 

30 
French School 
18th Century 
Landscape with Actaeon Coming upon Diana 
and her Nymphs 
Oil on canvas laid to board 
24 1/2 x 34 1/2 inches (62.23 x 87.63 cm) 
C  
$2,000-4,000 

 

30A 
School of Piat Joseph Sauvage 
Mercury and Ceres: Two 
Oil on canvas, en grisaille 
Each 29 1/4 x 48 inches (74.3 x 121.9 cm) 
Unframed 
C The Collection of Joseph Cicio 
$3,000-5,000 

 

31 
European School 
19th Century 
Ceres and Proserpina 
Oil on panel 
12 3/8 x 9 1/2 inches (31.43 x 24.13 cm) 
C  
$800-1,200 

 

32 
European School 
17th Century 
Portrait of a Gentleman and Portrait of a Lady: 
Two 
Oil on canvas laid to board, ovoid 
Each 31 1/2 x 24 1/4 inches (80 x 61.6 cm) 
C  
$1,000-3,000 
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33 
English School 
17th Century 
Portrait of a Nobleman in Armor Holding a Letter 
Signed indistinctly on the letter and inscribed Sir 
/ your most affectioned brother and obedient / 
servant...; further inscribed indistinctly below the 
signature 
Oil on canvas laid to board, ovoid 
28 x 23 inches (71.12 x 58.42 cm) 
C  
$1,000-3,000 

 

34 
Italian School 
19th Century 
Architectural Capriccios with Figures: Two 
Oil on canvas 
Each 22 7/8 x 28 5/8 inches (58.1 x 72.71 cm) 
C  
$1,000-3,000 

 

35 
French School 
17th Century 
The Cumaean Sibyl 
Inscribed SIB and Cumana on either side of the 
figure; also inscribed IACEBIT IN FOENO in the 
upper register 
Oil on canvas mounted on Masonite 
27 3/4 x 21 1/2 inches (70.49 x 54.61 cm) 
 
The inscription "Iacebit in foeno" (He will lie on 
straw) alludes to the Cumaean Sibyl's purported 
role as a prophet of the coming of Christ. This 
belief was based on a passage in Virgil's fourth 
Eclogue, in which the Sibyl foretells the coming 
of a Savior, who was identified by Mediaeval 
theologians as Jesus. 
C  
$2,000-4,000 

 

36 
Italian School 
17th Century 
King Saul Falling on his Sword 
Inscribed SAULUS REX (lc) 
Oil on canvas 
71 x 43 inches (180.34 x 109.22 cm) 
C  
$5,000-8,000 

 

37 
English School 
Late 17th Century 
Portrait of William III of England 
Inscribed Guilielmus 3dt Rex Brit: (ll) 
Oil on canvas 
47 3/4 x 40 1/2 inches (121.29 x 102.87 cm) 
Unframed 
C  
$800-1,200 

 

38 
Dutch School 
17th Century 
Pluto Abducting Proserpina 
Oil on panel 
28 3/4 x 41 3/8 inches (73.03 x 105.1 cm) 
Unframed 
C  
$1,000-3,000 

 

39 
European School 
17th century 
The Martyrdom of Saint John the Baptist  
Oil on canvas laid to panel 
12 1/8 x 8 3/4 inches (30.8 x 22.2 cm) 
C  
$800-1,200 

 

40 
Follower of Caravaggio 
Late 17th / Early 18th century 
The Supper at Emmaus  
Oil on Copper 
14 1/4 x 12 5/8 inches (36.2 x 32.1 cm) 
C  
$1,000-2,000 

 

41 
Follower of Pier Francesco Mola 
Saint John the Baptist Preaching to the Multitude 
Oil on canvas 
23 1/4 x 28 3/4 inches (59.06 x 73.03 cm) 
 
Provenance: 
Sale, Christie's, London, May 25, 2000, lot 357 
C  
$1,000-3,000 

 

42 
Circle of Jean Baptiste Greuze 
Head of a Young Girl 
Sanguine on paper 
10 1/4 x 8 inches (26.04 x 20.32 cm) 
 
Provenance: 
Sale, Collection Arnold Seligman, January 27, 
1947, New York, lot 9 
 
Note: 
Watermark: Anchor over GF (see Gaudriault, R. 
and T., Filigranes et autres caracteristiques des 
papiers fabriques en France aux XVIIe et XVIIIe 
siecles, Paris, 1995, p.79, pl.7, no.39 ("in use 
after 1742") 
C Property from a Private Collection, Greenwich, 
Connecticut 
$500-800 
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43 
School of Nicolas de Largilliere 
Portrait of a Gentleman in a Tall Wig 
Oil on canvas 
28 3/4 x 23 1/8 inches (73.03 x 58.74 cm) 
C Estate of Alexandra Lichine 
$2,000-4,000 

 

44 
Lucius Rossi 
Italian, 1846-1913 
The Introduction 
Signed Lucius Rossi (ll) 
Oil on canvas 
22 1/2 x 32 3/4 inches (57.15 x 83.19 cm) 
C Estate of Ricky Eisen 
$8,000-12,000 

 

45 
English School 
18th Century 
Portrait of Ann Nanney Vaughn of Corsygedol 
Oil on canvas 
30 1/4 x 24 3/4 inches (76.84 x 62.87 cm) 
 
Provenance: 
Nannau, Dolgellau 
Miles Wynn Cato, Ludlow 
C  
$3,000-5,000 

 

46 
Follower of Marmaduke Cradock 
Dogs with Felled Game in a Landscape 
Oil on canvas  
17 1/4 x 21 1/4 inches (43.8 x 54 cm) 
C  
$1,000-3,500  

47 
Dutch School 
17th/18th century 
Hunting Dog with Felled Game in a Woodland 
Landscape  
Oil on canvas 
65 x 53 inches (165.1 x 134.6 cm) 
C The Estates of Harvey and Ruth Spear 
$4,000-6,000 

 

48 
Dutch School 
17th Century 
Floral Still Lifes: a pair 
Oil on canvas 
Each 30 x 25 inches (76.2 x 63.5 cm) 
C The Estates of Harvey and Ruth Spear 
$1,500-3,000 

 

49 
Dutch School 
17th/18th century 
A Tavern Scene  
Oil on canvas 
8 1/8 x 10 5/8 inches (20.6 x 27 cm) 
C Property of a Private Collection in Potomac, 
Maryland 
$600-800 

 

50 
Austrian School 
Early 19th Century 
Portrait of a Gentleman, possibly Emperor Franz 
Josef, wearing the Order of the Golden Fleece 
Oil on canvas 
15 3/4 x 12 1/2 inches (40 x 31.75 cm) 
C Estate of Richard Schilling 
$800-1,200 

 

51 
Follower of Claude Lorrain 
Cows Watering in a Landscape near an 
Aqueduct 
Oil on canvas 
36 3/4 x 45 3/4 inches (93.35 x 116.21 cm) 
C  
$4,000-7,000 

 

52 
Attributed to Ambrosius Francken II 
Saint Veronica meeting Christ on the road to 
Golgotha 
Inscribed 5 (ll); inscribed indistinctly on the 
reverse 
Oil on copper 
14 x 11 3/8 inches (35.56 x 28.89 cm) 
C  
$2,000-4,000 

 

53 
Circle of Placido Costanzi 
Christ and the Samaritan Woman 
Oil on canvas 
12 5/8 x 10 1/8 inches (32.07 x 25.72 cm) 
C  
$2,000-4,000 

 

54 
Hans Juriaensz van Baden 
Dutch, c. 1604-1663 
Christ Driving the Money lenders from the 
Temple 
Signed H Van Baden (cl) 
Oil on panel, ovoid 
16 x 22 inches (40.64 x 55.88 cm) 
C  
$2,000-4,000 
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54A 
School of Francois-Marius Granet 
The Interior of a Sacristy with Capuchin Friars 
Oil on canvas 
32 1/2 x 39 1/2 inches (82.55 x 100.33 cm) 
 
Provenance: 
Sale, Christie's, New York, Nov. 3, 1999, lot 50 
C The Collection of Joseph Cicio 
$1,000-3,000 

 

55 
Ludwig Holthausen 
German, 1807-1890 
Still Life with Fruit, 1884 
Signed L. Holthausen and dated 1844 (lr) 
Oil on canvas 
14 1/8 x 18 inches (35.88 x 45.72 cm) 
C  
$2,000-4,000 

 

56 
Manner of Melchior de Hondecoeter 
Birds in Landscapes: a Pair 
Each oil on canvas laid to board  
Each 23 x 24 inches (58.5 x 61 cm) 
 
Provenance: 
Private collection, Kingston, NY 
Sale, Doyle, Jan. 28, 2015, lot 69 
C  
$2,000-4,000 

 

57 
Arthur Wellington Fowles 
British, c. 1815-1875 
The Cutter NIMROD off the Needles, Isle of 
Wight, 1857  
Signed A. W. Fowles and dated Ryde / 1857. (ll) 
Oil on panel 
16 1/8 x 24 inches (41 x 61 cm) 
 
Provenance: 
Royal Exchange Art Gallery, London 
C  
$2,000-4,000 

 

58 
Pietro Della Valle 
Italian, 1827-1891 
View of Livorno  
Signed P. Della Valle and dated F. Livorno 18... 
(lr) 
Oil on canvas 
20 x 30 3/4 inches (50.8 x 78.1 cm) 
C  
$4,000-7,000 

 

59 
French School 
18th Century 
Portrait of a Gentleman 
Oil on canvas 
32 x 25 3/4 inches 
C  
$800-1,200 

 

60 
Flemish School 
17th Century 
Portrait of a Gentleman 
Oil on canvas, within a painted oval 
29 1/4 x 21 1/2 inches (74.3 x 54.61 cm) 
 
Provenance: 
Catherine Cottrell Interior Design, 1999 
C  
$1,000-2,000 

 

61 
Attributed to Jacob de Wet 
Christ in the Temple 
Oil on panel 
14 1/8 x 16 3/4 inches (35.88 x 42.55 cm) 
 
Provenance:  
Sale, Sotheby Park Bernet, Sept. 29, 1972, lot 
12 
C Estate of Professor Madlyn Millner Kahr 
$1,000-3,000 

 

62 
After Peter Paul Rubens 
The Family of Lot Fleeing Sodom 
Oil on panel  
12 3/4 x 21 inches (32.39 x 53.34 cm) 
 
This work is closely related to a painting by 
Rubens from 1613-15 now in the Ringling 
Museum of Art in Sarasota. The composition 
here is in reverse to that of the original, which 
suggests that it was painted after an engraving 
of Rubens's composition made by Lucas 
Vorsterman around 1615.  
 
The story depicted, from Genesis 19:1-28, 
relates that when God destroyed the city of 
Sodom for its sins, he saved Lot and his family 
as a reward for their protection of two angels that 
he had sent to the city as messengers. Shown 
here are Lot, his wife, and his two daughters, 
passing through the gates of Sodom as they are 
led by the angels to safety. 
C Estate of Professor Madlyn Millner Kahr 
$800-1,200 

 

63 
Manner of Aert van der Neer 
Harbor in Moonlight 
Oil on canvas  
11 3/4 x 17 inches (29.85 x 43.18 cm) 
C Estate of Professor Madlyn Millner Kahr 
$600-800 

 

64 
Flemish School 
17th Century 
Allegory of the Crusades 
Oil on canvas 
20 3/4 x 16 1/4 inches (52.71 x 41.28 cm) 
C Estate of Professor Madlyn Millner Kahr 
$800-1,200 
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65 
Flemish School 
17th Century 
Prison Scene 
Oil on copper 
9 x 13 1/4 inches (22.86 x 33.66 cm) 
C Estate of Professor Madlyn Millner Kahr 
$800-1,200 

 

66 
John Hoppner 
British, 1758-1810 
Portrait of Rear Admiral John Sprat Rainier in 
Naval Uniform 
Oil on canvas 
29 7/8 x 24 3/4 inches (75.88 x 62.87 cm) 
 
Provenance: 
[Sale] Sotheby's New York, May 25, 2000, lot 56 
 
John Sprat Rainier (1777-1822) was a nephew 
of Admiral Peter Rainier (1741-1808), 
commander of the Royal Navy in the East Indies, 
who promoted the young man's career 
assiduously. John Rainier served as a lieutenant 
on his uncle's flagship starting in 1794; was 
promoted to captain in 1796; and to rear admiral 
in 1819. He ably commanded various ships 
during the ongoing warfare with the Dutch in the 
Indies and took part in the British seizure of 
several Dutch possessions there. At his uncle's 
death he succeeded to his seat in the House of 
Commons, representing the borough of 
Sandwich, Kent. 
C Property from the Estate of A. Edward 
Allinson, Palm Beach 
$8,000-15,000 

 

67 
Attributed to John Hoppner 
Portrait of a Gentleman 
Oil on canvas 
30 x 25 inches (76.2 x 63.5 cm) 
C Property from the Estate of A. Edward 
Allinson, Palm Beach 
$1,000-3,000 

 

68 
Theophile Marie Francoise Lybaert 
Belgian, 1848-1927 
Souvenirs d'Autrefois  
Signed Theophiele Lybaert (ll) 
Black and white chalk on paper 
33 x 22 7/8 inches (83.8 x 58.1 cm) 
C  
$5,000-7,000 

 

69 
Charles Zacharie Landelle 
French, 1821-1908 
Femme Pensive, 1856  
Signed Landelle, dated 1856 and inscribed Julia 
Homant (ll) 
Oil on canvas 
22 x 18 3/8 inches (55.9 x 46.7 cm) 
C  
$1,000-3,000 

 

70 
Manner of Salvador Rosa 
The Martyrdom of Saint Paul the Apostle  
Oil on canvas 
48 1/2 x 33 3/8 inches (123.2 x 84.8 cm) 
C  
$3,000-6,000 

 

71 
Jean-Antoine Theodore Gudin 
French, 1802-1880 
Launching a Fishing Boat, 1876  
Signed T. Gudin and dated Nice. 1876. (ll) 
Oil on canvas 
16 1/2 x 24 5/8 inches (41.9 x 62.5 cm) 
C  
$1,500-2,500 

 

72 
Jean-Antoine Theodore Gudin 
French, 1802-1880 
Fisherfolk on a Beach, 1875  
Signed T. Gudin and dated 1875. (lr) 
Oil on canvas 
16 3/4 x 23 5/8 inches (42.5 x 60 cm) 
C  
$1,500-2,500 

 

73 
Richard Ansdell 
British, 1815-1885 
Two Horses, 1836 
Signed R. Ansdell. and dated 1836 (lc) 
Oil on canvas 
25 x 32 3/4 inches (63.5 x 83.19 cm) 
C Property of a Private Collector, London, Fifth 
Avenue and Southampton, New York 
$1,500-3,000 

 

74 
Attributed to John Ferneley, Jr. 
A Pause in the Hunt  
Oil on canvas 
20 x 27 inches (50.8 x 68.6 cm) 
C  
$3,000-6,000 
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75 
Thomas Woodward 
British, 1801-1852 
A Young Man on a Bay Hunter  
Oil on canvas 
25 x 30 inches (63.5 x 76.2 cm) 
 
Provenance: 
Thomas Agnew and Sons, London 
C  
$5,000-8,000 

 

76 
William Barraud 
English, 1810-1850 
A Gentleman with His Hunter and Pointer, 1830  
Signed W. Barraud and dated 1830 (lr) 
Oil on canvas 
17 x 21 inches (43.2 x 53.3 cm) 
 
Provenance: 
Spink, London 
C  
$2,000-4,000 

 

77 
Samuel James Clark 
English, 1841-1928 
Horse in a Stall  
Signed S. J. Clark. (lr) 
Oil on canvas 
18 x 24 inches (45.7 x 61 cm) 
C  
$600-800 

 

78 
Dean Wolstenholme Jr. 
British, 1789-1882 
The Chase  
Signed D. Wolstenholme (lr) 
Oil on canvas 
12 x 17 3/4 inches (30.5 x 45.1 cm) 
C  
$3,000-6,000 

 

79 
Set of Fourteen George II Sterling Silver 
Dinner Plates  
Maker's mark TT under a star, probably for 
Thomas Tearle, London, 1730 
Shaped circular with gadroon border, the cavetto 
engraved with heraldic arms and crest. Diameter 
9 3/4 inches (24.8 cm), total approximately 260 
ounces. 
C  
$5,000-7,000  

80 
George II Sterling Silver Salver  
Thomas Faren, London, 1733 
Shaped square, the center engraved with 
heraldic arms, raised on four hoof feet. 13 Inches 
(33 cm), square, approximately 45 ounces. 
 
Provenance: 
How of Edinburgh, London, July 1977 
C Estate of Miriam S. Poser 
$1,500-2,500 

 

81 
Set of Four George III Sterling Silver 
Candlesticks  
William Cripps, London, 1767 
Of columnar-form with fluted stems and pierced 
corinthian capitals, on square bases with 
gadrooning and floral swags and engraved with 
Baron's coronet. Height 12 1/2 inches (32.5 cm), 
weighted. 
C  
$1,500-2,500 

 

82 
George III Sterling Silver Claret Jug  
Andrew Fogelberg, London, 1772 
Vasiform chased with flowers and foliate scrolls, 
the hinged cover with floral finial, on gadrooned 
pedestal foot with raffia wrapped handle. Height 
11 3/4 inches (29.8 cm), approximately 23 
ounces, all in. 
C  
$1,000-1,500 

 

83 
George III Sterling Silver Taperstick  
Robert Jones & John Scofield, London, 1776 
The knopped stem issuing from a shaped square 
base with stylized shells to corners. Height 5 1/4 
inches (13.3 cm), approximately 4 ounces. 
 
Provenance: How of Edinburgh, London, 
November 1980 
C Estate of Miriam S. Poser 
$500-700 

 

84 
George III Sterling Silver Taperstick  
John Carter, London, 1767 
The knopped stem on domed hexagonal base 
with fluting and shells. Height 6 inches (15.2 cm), 
approximately 7 ounces. 
 
Provenance: 
How of Edinburgh, London, 1980 
C Estate of Miriam S. Poser 
$600-800 

 

85 
Assembled Group of George II/III Sterling 
Silver Flatware Various makers and dates, 
largely late 18th century 
Comprising fifteen dinner forks, twelve lunch 
forks, twelve dinner knives, twelve lunch knives, 
twelve dessert knives, fifteen tablespoons and 
eleven teaspoons.  
Total approximately 93 ounces, weighable. 
C  
$3,000-5,000 
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86 
George III Sterling Silver Teapot  
Hester Bateman, London, 1789 
Shaped oval-form with vertical bands of bright 
cut engraving, with straight spout. Height 6 3/4 
inches, length 11 inches (27.9 cm), 
approximately 16 ounces. 
C Estate of Miriam S. Poser 
$700-1,000 

 

87 
George III Sterling Silver Teapot on Stand  
Hester Bateman, London, 1789 
Oval with bands of bright cut engraving centering 
a shield, with straight spout, on conforming oval 
stand raised on four claw and ball feet. Height 
overall 6 1/2 inches (16.5 cm), length of teapot 
10 3/4 inches (27.4 cm), total approximately 19 
ounces. 
C Estate of Miriam S. Poser 
$800-1,200 

 

88 
George III Sterling Silver Cup and Cover  
Nicholas Dumee, London, 1816 
Of urn-form with swag drapery, with two reeded 
leaf-capped swag draped handles, the cover with 
urn-form finial. Height 14 1/2 inches (37 cm), 
approximately 50 ounces. 
•  
$1,000-2,000 

 

89 
George IV Sterling Silver Monteith  
Samuel Whitford, London, 1823 
Circular on pedestal foot with removable notched 
crown, chased overall with foliate scrolls 
centering engraved heraldic arms. Height 9 1/4 
inches (23.5 cm), diameter 11 1/4 inches. 
Approximately 63 ounces. 
C  
$2,500-3,500 

 

90 
George IV Sterling Silver Salver  
Rebecca Emes and Edward Barnard, London, 
1825 
Shaped circular with shell and foliate border, the 
field with border of engraved foliate scrolls 
centering a heraldic crest, raised on four cast 
shell feet. Diameter 22 inches (55.9 cm), 
approximately 142 ounces. 
C  
$5,000-7,000 

 

91 
Pair of William IV Sterling Silver Master Salt 
Cellars  
James Turner, London, 1835 
Each lobed circular body with foliate scroll and 
flower rim, raised on three scroll feet. Height 1 
7/8 inches (4.8 cm), diameter 3 3/4 inches (9.5 
cm), total approximately 8 ounces. 
C  
$200-300 

 

92 
Victorian Silver Armada Jug  
Walter & John Barnard, London, circa 1893 
The body chased with figures amongst scrolling 
foliage, the cover with a trigger hinge. Height 13 
1/2 inches (34.2 cm), approximately 32 ounces, 
all in. 
C  
$2,000-3,000  

93 
Victorian Sterling Silver Salver  
Elkington & Co., Birmingham, 1900 
Shaped circular with gadroon border and husk 
swags, the field engraved with foliate scrolls. 
Diameter 14 3/4 inches (37.5 cm), approximately 
39 ounces. 
C  
$700-1,000  

94 
George V Sterling Silver Cocktail Shaker  
Viner's Ltd., Sheffield, 1933 
Typical form with bands of engine turned 
decoration, the cover with pierced strainer. 
Height 8 1/2 inches (21.5 cm), approximately 16 
ounces. 
C Estate of Miriam S. Poser 
$300-500 

 

95 
George V Sterling Silver Art Deco Tea Service  
Mappin & Webb, Birmingham, 1937 
Comprising a teapot, cream jug and covered 
sugar bowl, each of flared cylindrical-form. 
Height of teapot 5 1/2 inches (14 cm), length of 
teapot 9 inches (23 cm), total approximately 35 
ounces, all in. 
C Estate of Miriam S. Poser 
$600-800 

 

96 
George V Sterling Silver Art Deco Tray  
Viner's Ltd., Sheffield, 1935 
Shaped circular. Diameter 14 3/8 inches (37 cm), 
approximately 33 ounces. 
C Estate of Miriam S. Poser 
$400-600 

 

97 
Pair of Regency Sheffield Silver Plate 
Covered Entree Dishes on Stands  
First half 19th century 
Each rectangular with gadroon border, the 
covers with foliate reeded ring finials, the stands 
raised on scroll feet. Length over handles 13 3/4 
inches (35 cm). 
C  
$500-700 
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98 
Regency Sheffield Silver Plated Tea Urn  
Matthew Boulton, circa 1810 
The globular part fluted body with shell and 
gadroon border and foliate handles, the 
removable cover with pinecone finial, all raised 
on four winged paw feet. Height 18 inches (45.7 
cm). 
 
Provenance: 
Marshall Field Co., Chicago 
C  
$800-1,200 

 

99 
Pair of Regency Silver Plated Wine Coolers  
First half 19th century 
Campana-form with part fluted body and foot, 
with hunting horn handles, the bodies engraved 
with heraldic arms. Height 9 5/8 inches (24.2 
cm). 
C Estate of Miriam S. Poser 
$400-600 

 

100 
Military Interest: Pair of Sheffield Plate Silver 
Wine Coasters  
Circa 1825 
Each circular with shell and scroll border, the 
wooden base with engraved regimental badge 
for The Prince Consort's Own Rifle Brigade. 
Diameter 8 inches (20.3 cm). 
 
The Rifle Brigade was raised in 1800 from men 
drawn from different British regiments. They 
were equipped with the new Baker rifle giving 
them an extremely accurate firearm. The 
regiment is distinguished from other British 
regiments by their uniform of green rather than 
red. The Rifles served in many distinguished 
campaigns of the Napoleonic era including the 
Siege of Montevideo (1807); the Battle of 
Copenhagen (1807); the Peninsular War (1808-
1809) and Waterloo (1815). 
C  
$300-500 

 

101 
German Silver Partial Gilt Tumbler  
Augsburg, circa 1690 
Cylindrical with horizontal bands. Diameter 2 5/8 
inches (6.5 cm), approximately 1 ounce. 
C  
$400-600  

102 
Swiss Silver Wax Jack  
Johan Burchardt, Basel, circa 1785 
The scissors with star terminals raised on 
columnar stem with dished circular base and 
ring-form handle. Height 6 1/4 inches (15.8 cm), 
approximately 5 ounces. 
C  
$400-600 

 

103 
Continental Silver Platter  
Early 20th century 
Shaped oval with molded rim. Length 20 1/2 
inches (52 cm), approximately 64 ounces. 
C Estate of Miriam S. Poser 
$700-1,000 

 

104 
Mario Buccellati Sterling Silver Flower Form 
Dish  
20th Century 
Realistically modelled, in original box. Diameter 
5 1/2 inches (14 cm), approximately 4 ounces. 
C  
$700-900 

 

105 
Buccellati Sterling Silver Swan-Form 
Jardiniere  
20th Century 
Realistically modelled. Height 10 inches (25.4 
cm), length 12 1/2 inches (31.7 cm), 
approximately 41 ounces. 
C  
$4,000-6,000 

 

106 
[MAP-BELGIUM] MAIRE, CHRISTOPHER 
Carte de la Principauté de Liège et de ses 
Environs... Liege: Everard Kintz, [circa 1760]. 
Large engraved map with partial hand-coloring 
on four sheets joined. Overall 43 1/2 x 35 (115 x 
89 cm); framed. Lightly toned, visible split along 
the plate mark of the top right sheet, the map 
does not appear to be laid down, unexamined 
out of frame. 
A fine large map of Liege with an inset plan of 
the city and a highly decorative engraved 
vignette across the top sheets. 
C  
$300-500 

 

107 
Three Limoges Enamel Calendar Plates  
Each circular, on a cobalt ground, the front 
depicting a polychrome agricultural scene with 
an inscription identifying the month, bordered by 
grisaille scrolling foliage, the reverse centering 
the bust of a man or woman within a strapwork 
cartouche, all within a foliate husk border; one 
plate depicting grass cutters for July, another 
plate depicting wheat harvesters for August, a 
third plate depicting winemakers for September; 
each plate in a silvered wood frame. Each plate 
7 1/2 inches (19 cm.) diameter, sight. 
C  
$4,000-6,000 
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108 
Roman Thracian Carved Limestone Funerary 
Stele  
Circa first century BC/AD 
With a frontal male bust carved in relief within a 
columned niche, mask and dolphins on the 
pediment above, animals cavorting within foliate 
decoration and twelve lines of Greek inscription 
within the shrine, mounted. Height 32 inches.  
 
Provenance: 
[Sale] Christie's, London, May 15, 2002, lot 410. 
 
Griffin Gallery, Boca Raton, Florida. 
Purchased from the above, December 30, 2005. 
C  
$5,000-7,000 

 

109 
Spanish Ebonized, Polychrome-Painted, 
Parcel-Gilt, Bone-Inlaid and Gilt-Metal 
Mounted Vargueño  
The rectangular case fitted with a drop front and 
opening to six short drawers flanking an arched 
central cabinet door, above four short drawers 
flanked by deep drawers with scroll-pedimented 
fronts; on a later acrylic base. Height of 
vargueño 25 1/2 inches (65.7 cm), width 42 1/2 
inches (108 cm), depth 17 inches (43.2 cm). 
C  
$800-1,200 

 

110 
Louis XIV Carved Oak Marble Top Console  
The rectangular marble top with rounded corners 
on a conforming stand centered by a sunflower 
above a pierced apron flanked by strapwork and 
flowerheads, the shaped tapering fluted legs 
carved with strapwork and flowerheads joined by 
a later stretcher and continuing to block feet. 
Height 32 1/2 inches (82.5 cm), width 57 inches 
(144.8 cm), depth 29 inches (73.7 cm). 
C Estate of Alexandra Lichine 
$700-1,000 

 

111 
Louis XV Beechwood Fauteuil à la Reine  
Second quarter 18th century 
 
The padded arched back, seat and arms with a 
shell-carved apron and raised on cabriole legs 
ending in scrolled feet. Height 44 inches (111.7 
cm), width 29 inches (73.7 cm), depth 22 inches 
( cm). 
C  
$500-700  

112 
Pair of Italian 'Mecca'-Decorated Two-Light 
Girandoles  
Mid-18th century, probably Venetian 
Each shaped mirror plate within a scroll and 
foliate-carved frame surmounted by a shell-
carved crest and fitted with two scrolling 
candlearms. Height 28 inches (71.1 cm), width 
17 inches (43.2 cm). 
C  
$700-1,000 

 

113 
Louis XV Style Gilt-Bronze Mounted Green-
Painted Bracket Clock  
The dial signed 'CH.LES BALTAZAR A PARIS', 
the backplate engraved 'Ch.les Baltazar Paris', 
the shaped case surmounted by the seated 
figure of an Asian man holding an umbrella, the 
bottom of the hinged glazed door with a dragon, 
on scrolled feet.  
Height 20 3/4 inches, width 11 3/4 inches. 
C  
$800-1,200 

 

114 
Pair of Louis XV Style Kingwood Parquetry, 
Marble and Brass-Mounted Tables en 
Chiffoniere  
Height 33 inches, width 16 inches, depth 11 1/2 
inches. 
C  
$800-1,200  

115 
Dutch Neoclassical Mahogany Torchère  
The shaped circular dished top on a slender 
faceted stem raised on a tripod base with 
scrolling legs. Height 36 inches (91.5 cm), 
diameter of top 9 3/4 inches (24.7 cm). 
C  
$300-500 

 

116 
Pair of Gilt Tôle Three-Branch Wall Lights  
Each fleur-de-lis form backplate issuing three 
leaf-capped scrollling branches terminating in 
floriform candlecups. Height 13 inches (34.3 
cm.), width 16 1/2 inches (42 cm.). 
C  
$500-700 

 

117 
Continental Rococo Painted and Faux Marble 
Table  
Mid-18th century 
The faux-marble molded serpentine top above a 
shaped line-incised scroll frieze, raised on 
cabriole legs. Height 27 1/2 inches (69.8 cm), 
width 39 inches (99 cm), depth 21 inches (53.4 
cm). 
C  
$800-1,200 
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118 
Louis XVI Style Gilt-Metal Mounted Marble 
Urn  
Height 21 1/4 inches, diameter 15 1/4 inches. 
C  
$800-1,200 

 

119 
Pair of Louis XVI Style Brass-Mounted 
Mahogany and Marble Top Bouillotte Tables  
Each circular white marble top with pierced 
gallery and raised on tapering square legs 
headed by reeded lozenge panels and ending in 
brass feet; one bearing a WALDORF-ASTORIA 
label to the underside, one stamped MADE IN 
FRANCE and with black-stencilled number 1118 
30. Height 28 inches (71.2 cm), diameter 24 
inches (61 cm).  
 
Provenance: 
Waldorf -Astoria Hotel, New York. 
C  
$700-900 

 

120 
Restauration Mahogany Étagère  
Second quarter 19th century 
The rectangular top with rounded corners on 
ring-turned supports joined by three shelves and 
raised on bun feet. Height 37 inches (94 cm), 50 
1/2 inches (128.3 cm), depth 15 inches (38.1 
cm). 
C  
$1,200-1,800 

 

121 
Pair of Continental Black-Painted and Parcel-
Gilt Octagonal Mirrors  
Each mirror plate within a striped slip and 
molded frame decorated with scrolling foliage. 
Height 31 inches (78.7 cm), width 35 inches 
(88.9 cm). 
C  
$800-1,200 

 

122 
Pair of Charles X Mahogany Fauteuils en 
Cabriolet by Louis-Edouard Lemarchand  
Second quarter 19th century 
Each padded back and bowed seat flanked by 
solid arms on monopodia legs ending in paw 
feet; each front rail with stencilled inscription: LE 
MARCHAND/EBENISTE/Rue des Tournelles /à 
Paris Louis-Edouard Lemarchand (1795-1872), 
installé rue des Tournelles en 1828 (8) . Height 
35 1/2 inches (90.2 cm), width 23 inches (58.5 
cm), depth 20 1/2 inches (52 cm).  
 
Louis-Edouard Lemarchand (1795-1872), with 
premises at rue des Tournelles in 1828 
C  
$600-900 

 

123 
Set of Eight Charles X Inlaid Fruitwood 
Armchairs  
Second quarter 19th century 
Each backscrolled toprail above a padded back 
and seat flanked by scrolled arms and raised on 
hipped front legs. Height 36 1/2 inches (92.8 
cm), width 22 inches (55.9 cm), depth 18 inches 
(45.7 cm). 
C  
$2,500-3,500 

 

124 
Set of Thirteen North European Mahogany 
Side Chairs  
First quarter 19th century 
Each ring-turned toprail above a slatted back 
and overupholstered seat raised on ring-turned 
legs. Height 35 inches (88.9 cm), width 17 1/2 
inches (44.5 cm), depth 15 inches (38.1 cm). 
C  
$1,200-1,800 

 

125 
Louis XVI Style Mahogany Tall Chest of 
Drawers  
The rectangular gray marble top with pierced 
three-quarter gilt-metal gallery above twelve 
molded drawers flanked by canted stiles and 
raised on bracket feet. Height 47 1/2 inches 
(120.6 cm), width 18 3/4 inches (47.6 cm), depth 
13 inches (33 cm). 
C  
$600-800 

 

126 
Pair of Continental Chinoiserie-Decorated 
Canvas Panels  
18th/19th Century 
Each rectangular panel with serpentine top 
depicting chinoiserie figures within cartouches 
above floral-painted reserves. Height 83 1/2 
inches (212.1 cm), width of each panel 25 1/4 
inches (64.1 cm). 
C  
$800-1,200 

 

127 
Pair of Marble Urns  
Each in the form of a handled urn with flame 
finial. Height 34 inches (86.4 cm), width over 
handles 17 1/2 inches (44.5 cm). 
C  
$800-1,200 
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128 
Pair of Italian Neoclassical Style Patinated 
Metal and Glass Four-Light Candelabra 
Lamps  
Height 30 3/4 inches (78.1 cm). 
C  
$800-1,200 

 

129 
Pair of French Gilt-Bronze Mounted Sang de 
Bouef Porcelain Table Lamps  
Gagneau, Paris, late 19th century 
Of bottle form, the sides fitted with lion mask ring 
handles, surmounted by a colored glassl font, on 
a rectangular base with cut corners with a 
berried laurel border, the underside of the based 
stamped Gagneau 115 Rue Lafayette Ci Devant 
R. d'Enghien, wired for electricity. Height overall 
24 1/2 inches (62.2 cm.). 
C Property of a Private Collector, London, Fifth 
Avenue and Southampton, New York 
$800-1,200 

 

130 
Louis XIV Needlework-Upholstered Giltwood 
Armchair  
The padded rectangular back and seat covered 
in later floral needlework and flanked by molded 
shaped arms on incurved supports, the double-
arched apron and sides raised on cabriole legs 
joined by an X-form stretcher. Height 44 inches 
(111.7 cm), width 27 inches (68.6 cm), depth 19 
inches (48.3 cm). 
C Property of a Private Collector, London, Fifth 
Avenue and Southampton, New York 
$2,500-3,500  

131 
Pair of Louis XV Style Gilt and Patinated 
Bronze Figural Candlesticks  
Each cast as a merman atop a turtle supporting 
a foliate-cast candle cup, on a rocaille base. 
Height 10 3/8 inches (26.4 cm.). 
C Property of a Private Collector, London, Fifth 
Avenue and Southampton, New York 
$300-500 

 

132 
Continental Painted Canvas Five-Panel 
Screen  
Probably 18th century and later 
Each panel with cartouches depicting figures in 
landscapes above flowers and exotic birds, all 
within red-painted borders. Height 77 inches 
(195.6 cm), width of each panel 25 inches (63.5 
cm). 
C Property of a Private Collector, London, Fifth 
Avenue and Southampton, New York 
$1,200-1,800 

 

133 
Pair of Gilt-Bronze Mounted Chinese Blanc-
de-Chine Porcelain Cache-Pots  
Each cylindrical, with reeded decoration, raised 
on a circular foot, mounted with scrolling foliate-
cast handles, fitted with patinated metal and 
porcelain flowers. Height of taller overall 9 inches 
(23 cm.). 
C Property of a Private Collector, London, Fifth 
Avenue and Southampton, New York 
$500-700 

 

134 
Pair of Chinese Blanc-de-Chine Gilt Metal-
Mounted Porcelain Bowls  
Late 19th century 
The porcelain bowls of libation cup form with 
molded dragons and other auspicious beasts 
Height 5 3/4 inches (15 cm). 
C Property of a Private Collector, London, Fifth 
Avenue and Southampton, New York 
$400-600 

 

135 
Pair of Louis XV Style Gilt-Bronze Figural 
Chenets  
Each cast as a man or woman in eighteenth-
century dress seated atop base of scrolling 
foliage. Height 9 3/4 inches (24.8 cm.), width 11 
inches (28 cm.). 
C Property of a Private Collector, London, Fifth 
Avenue and Southampton, New York 
$400-600 

 

136 
Pair of Louis XV Style Gilt-Bronze Figural 
Chenets  
Each cast as a man or woman in eighteenth-
century dress seated atop base of scrolling 
foliage. Height 10 3/4 inches (27.3 cm.), width 11 
3/4 inches (30 cm.). 
C Property of a Private Collector, London, Fifth 
Avenue and Southampton, New York 
$300-500 

 

137 
Pair of Louis XV Style Gilt-Bronze Chenets  
Each cast with scrolling foliage and C-scrolls. 
Height 9 1/2 inches (24 cm). 
C Property of a Private Collector, London, Fifth 
Avenue and Southampton, New York 
$300-500 

 

138 
Pair of Louis XVI Style Gilt-Bronze Chenets  
Each cast as an urn on a fluted column, flanked 
by foliate scrolls. Height 9 1/2 inches (24 cm), 
width 8 1/4 inches (21 cm). 
C Property of a Private Collector, London, Fifth 
Avenue and Southampton, New York 
$400-600 
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139 
Louis XVI Mahogany and Brass-Mounted 
Commode  
Last quarter 18th century 
The rectangular gray marble top with rounded 
corners above a conforming case with three 
paneled drawer flanked by fluted stiles 
continuing to ring-turned tapering legs ending in 
sabots. Height 30 inches (76.3 cm), width 38 
inches (96.5 cm), depth 19 inches (48.2 cm). 
C Property of a Private Collector, London, Fifth 
Avenue and Southampton, New York 
$1,000-2,000 

 

140 
Louis XVI Ormolu and Marble Mantel Clock  
Circa 1780 
The circular white enamel face within a shaped 
case with drapery lambrequin and supporting an 
obelisk inset with a relief plaque of classical 
maidens supporting Cupid on a globe, the sides 
with trailing fruit and foliage and surmounted by 
an armillary sphere finial, flanked by standing 
classical female figures on bowfronted plinths 
and raised on a plinth inset with a relief plaque of 
putti at play, raised on toupie feet. Height 24 
inches (61 cm), width 13 inches (33 cm), depth 5 
inches (12.7 cm). 
C Property of a Private Collector, London, Fifth 
Avenue and Southampton, New York 
$2,500-3,500 

 

141 
Louis XVI Ormolu-Mounted Mahogany 
Bureau Plat  
Adapted from a bureau à cylindre 
The leather-lined rectangular top above a frieze 
drawer flanked by two short drawers and a deep 
drawer, the sides fitted with leather-lined slides, 
raised on tapering fluted legs ending in sabots; 
lower bottom drawer with crayon inscription to 
underside: Becheut Ebéniste rue Clos . . . . 
Height 30 inches (76.3 cm), width 64 inches 
(162.5 cm), depth 31 inches (78.7 cm). 
C Property of a Private Collector, London, Fifth 
Avenue and Southampton, New York 
$3,000-5,000 

 

142 
Empire Ormolu-Mounted Mahogany Side 
Cabinet  
Early 19th century 
The gray marble rectangular top above a frieze 
drawer centered by a lotus flanked by 
hippocampi and roundels above a pair of doors 
opening to four sliding shelves and flanked by 
classical female terms, on a conforming plinth. 
Height 37 1/2 inches (95.3 cm), width 57 inches 
(144.8 cm), depth 24 1/2 inches (61.9 cm). 
C Property of a Private Collector, London, Fifth 
Avenue and Southampton, New York 
$2,500-3,500 

 

143 
Italian Neoclassical Giltwood and Part-
Painted Console  
Last quarter 18th century, possibly Lombardy 
The rectangular gray marble molded top with 
above an anthemion frieze on a blue-painted 
ground and centered by an arched central panel 
carved with a basket of flowers flanked by 
scrolling foliage, raised on gadrooned stop-fluted 
legs and ending in later feet. Height 34 inches 
(86.4 cm), width 46 1/2 inches (118.1 cm), depth 
23 inches (58.5 cm). 
C Property of a Private Collector, London, Fifth 
Avenue and Southampton, New York 
$1,200-1,800 

 

144 
Continental Rococo Giltwood Torchère  
Second half 18th century, probably Italian 
The standing figure of a putto holding a tree with 
a nest of birds and surmounted with a shaped 
rectangular top, on a scroll-carved rectangular 
base. Height 61 inches (154.9 cm), width of base 
17 inches (43.1 cm), depth 16 inches (40.6 cm). 
C Property of a Private Collector, London, Fifth 
Avenue and Southampton, New York 
$1,000-1,500 

 

145 
North Italian Neoclassical Red-Painted and 
Parcel-Gilt Console  
Late 18th century 
The veneered rectangular marble top above a 
fluted frieze centered by an urn and raised on 
tapering square legs. Height 36 inches (91.5 
cm), width 54 inches (137.2 cm), depth 26 1/2 
inches (67.3 cm). 
C Property of a Private Collector, London, Fifth 
Avenue and Southampton, New York 
$2,000-3,000 

 

146 
Pair of Italian Neoclassical Painted and 
Parcel-Gilt Athéniennes-Pedestals  
Late 18th/early 19th century 
Each circular top with later inset marble panel 
above a Greek key-carved frieze and raised on 
tapering fluted legs joined by X-form stretchers 
and continuing to hoofed feet. Height 33 inches 
(83.8 cm), diameter 13 1/2 inches (34.3 cm). 
C Property of a Private Collector, London, Fifth 
Avenue and Southampton, New York 
$2,000-3,000 
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147 
Italian Neoclasical Inlaid Walnut Commode  
Late 18th century 
The crossbanded rectangular top above three 
graduated drawers, raised on tapering square 
legs. Height 35 1/2 inches (90.2 cm), width 47 
1/2 inches (120.7 cm), depth 21 3/4 inches (65.3 
cm). 
C Property of a Private Collector, London, Fifth 
Avenue and Southampton, New York 
$800-1,200 

 

148 
Italian Neoclassical Inlaid Walnut and Part-
Ebonized Center Table  
First quarter 19th century 
The segmentally-veneered circular top with inlaid 
border above a ring-turned standard with 
downswept legs on a tripartite plinth. Height 29 
inches (73.7 cm), diameter 44 1/2 inches (113 
cm). 
C Property of a Private Collector, London, Fifth 
Avenue and Southampton, New York 
$600-800 

 

149 
Three Gilt-Metal Mounted Marble Obelisks  
Of typical form, on lion paw feet. Height of tallest 
20 1/2 inches (52 cm). 
C Property of a Private Collector, London, Fifth 
Avenue and Southampton, New York 
$1,000-1,500 

 

150 
Set of Six Italian Neoclassical Painted and 
'Mecca'-Decorated Side Chairs  
Late 18th century 
The shell-carved arched top above a pierced 
back and serpentine drop-in seat, raised on stop-
fluted tapering legs. Height 38 inches (96.5 cm), 
width 20 inches (54.8 cm), depth 16 inches (40.7 
cm).  
C Property of a Private Collector, London, Fifth 
Avenue and Southampton, New York 
$2,000-3,000 

 

151 
Set of Four Venetian Rococo Blue-Painted 
and Parcel-Gilt Armchairs  
Mid-18th century 
Each à chassis-upholstered cartouche-shaped 
back within a scroll- and foliate-carved frame, the 
serpentine drop-in seat flanked by shaped arms 
with shell-carved junctures and ending in 
scrolled handholds, the serpentine scroll- and 
foliate-carved apron raised on lappet-carved 
cabriole legs. Height 45 1/2 inches (115.6 cm), 
width 28 inches (71.1 cm), depth 21 inches (53.4 
cm). 
C Property of a Private Collector, London, Fifth 
Avenue and Southampton, New York 
$5,000-7,000 

 

152 
Italian Neoclassical Style Alabastro Fiorato-
Veneered Painted and Parcel-Gilt Dining 
Table  
The alabastro fiorato-veneered rectangular top 
on a stand with molded frieze and raised on 
tapering fluted square legs. Height 31 inches 
(78.8 cm), length 81 inches (205.7 cm), depth 39 
inches (99.1 cm). 
C Property of a Private Collector, London, Fifth 
Avenue and Southampton, New York 
$3,000-5,000 

 

153 
Pair of Neoclassical Style Gilt-Bronze 
Mounted Hardstone and Porphyry Columns  
Each of typical form, with a composite capital, 
hardstone base and raised on a slate plinth, one 
surmounted with a patinated metal figure of 
Poseidon holding a trident, the other Perseus 
holding a sword and a shield with the head of 
Medusa. Height of taller column 25 1/2 inches 
(64.8 cm). 
C Property of a Private Collector, London, Fifth 
Avenue and Southampton, New York 
$1,200-1,800 

 

154 
Painted Trompe l'Oeil Wall Panel of a 
Fountain  
Depicting a faux-marble niche fountain with a 
river god fountain head. Height 76 inches (193 
cm), width 41 inches (104.1 cm). 
C Property of a Private Collector, London, Fifth 
Avenue and Southampton, New York 
$1,200-1,800 

 

155 
Pair of George II Inlaid Walnut Side Chairs  
Second quarter 18th century 
The laterinlaid back above a drop-in seat and 
raised on cabriole legs joined by a shaped 
stretcher and ending in pad feet. Height 37 1/2 
inches (93.3 cm), width 22 inches (55.9 cm), 
depth 16 inches (40.7 cm). 
C Property of a Private Collector, London, Fifth 
Avenue and Southampton, New York 
$500-700 
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156 
Pair of George III Giltwood Armchairs  
Circa 1775 
Each tufted back, seat and arms within a beaded 
molded frame, raised on long leaf-carved 
tapering fluted legs. Height 36 inches (91.4 cm), 
width 24 inches (61 cm), depth 22 inches (55.8 
cm). 
C Property of a Private Collector, London, Fifth 
Avenue and Southampton, New York 
$3,000-5,000 

 

157 
Regency Mahogany and Part-Ebonized 
Center Table  
Early 19th century 
The line-inlaid circular top tilting above a ring-
turned stem raised on downswept legs ending in 
brass box casters. Height 29 inches (73.7 cm), 
diameter 54 inches (137.2 cm). 
C Property of a Private Collector, London, Fifth 
Avenue and Southampton, New York 
$2,000-3,000 

 

158 
Regency Mahogany Drop-Leaf Table  
First quarter 19th century 
The rectangular top with D-shaped leaves above 
two frieze drawers, the turned support raised on 
hipped molded cabriole legs, on casters. Height 
28 inches (71.1 cm), width 32 1/2 inches (82.5 
cm), extended width 58 1/4 inches (149.9 cm), 
depth 36 inches (91.4 cm). 
C Property of a Private Collector, London, Fifth 
Avenue and Southampton, New York 
$500-700 

 

159 
English Mahogany and Parcel-Gilt Print-
Mounted Four-Panel Screen  
Probably late 19th century 
Each glazed rectangular panel mounted with 
mostly 18th century views of London by Boydell, 
Maurer, Moss, Sayer, Toms, Scott, etc. Height 
82 inches (208.3 cm), width of each panel 36 3/4 
inches (53.4 cm). 
C Property of a Private Collector, London, Fifth 
Avenue and Southampton, New York 
$1,200-1,800 

 

160 
Pair of Chinese Export Reverse Paintings on 
Glass  
First half 19th century 
Each with figures in a landscape; appearing to 
retain their original Chinese black lacquer and 
gilt frames. 11 3/4 inches (30 cm) by width 17 
1/4 inches (43.2 cm); frame 14 inches (35.6 cm), 
19 1/4 inches (49.3 cm). 
C  
$800-1,200 

 

161 
Group of English Porcelain Articles  
Mostly Worcester, First Period, third quarter 18th 
century 
Comprising thirteen tea bowls, nine saucers, 
handled cup, cream jug, two waste bowls, 
pierced circular basket, two oval pierced 
baskets, pair of plates, single plate, polychrome 
decorated pierced basket; most with blue 
crescent marks under bases. Width over handles 
of largest basket 9 1/4 inches (23.5 cm). 
C Property of an Upper East Side Collector 
$500-700 

 

162 
George II Mahogany Supper Table  
The dished sixteen-lobed top centered by a 
central eight-lobed reserve and tilting above a 
flaring ring-turned support raised on cabriole 
legs. Height 29 inches (73.7 cm), diameter 30 
3/4 inches (78.2 cm). 
 
Provenance: 
Ronald Phillips Ltd., London. 
Christie's, London, July 1, 2014, lot 140. 
C  
$2,000-3,000  

163 
George II Mahogany Drop-Leaf Table  
Second quarter 18th century 
The bowed rectangular top and D-shaped leaves 
raised on tapering circular legs ending in pad 
feet. Height 28 1/2 inches (72.5 cm), width 40 
inches (101.6 cm), depth 15 inches (38.1 cm), 
extended depth 42 inches (106.6 cm). 
C  
$400-600 

 

164 
George II Giltwood Overmantel Mirror  
The divided mirror plate within a frame carved 
with leaves, scrolls and shells, the bottom with 
egg-and-dart molding. Height 21 inches (53.3 
cm), width 61 1/2 inches (156.2 cm). 
C  
$800-1,200 

 

165 
Set of Six George II Mahogany Side Chairs  
Second quarter 18th century 
Each pierced interlaced back above a drop-in 
seat raised on cabriole legs. Height 38 inches 
(96.5 cm), width 21 inches (53.3 cm), depth 17 
inches (43.2 cm). 
C  
$2,000-3,000 

 

166 
George II Walnut Side Chair  
The padded serpentine back and 
overupholstered seat raised on foliate-carved 
cabriole legs ending in claw-and-ball feet. Height 
37 1/2 inches (95.3 cm), width 24 inches (61 
cm), depth 17 inches (43.2 cm). 
C  
$1,200-1,800 
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167 
George III Gilt-Metal Mounted Inlaid 
Mahogany Side Cabinet  
Late 18th century 
The ebony crossbanded bowfronted top with 
ebony crossbanded sliding forward to portfolio 
dividers at the back above three open adjustable 
shelves flanked by reeded stiles and glazed 
doors opening to shelves, raised on tapering 
molded legs; the back bearing a Norman Adams 
label. Height 34 1/2 inches (87.6 cm), width 45 
inches (114.3 cm), depth 16 inches (40.6 cm). 
 
Provenance: 
Norman Adams Ltd., London. 
C  
$2,000-3,000 

 

168 
English Mahogany Coaching Table Stand  
Lacking tray. Height 31 inches (78.7 cm), width 
29 1/2 inches (75 cm), depth 20 inches (50.8 
cm). 
C Property of an Upper East Side Collector 
$300-500 

 

169 
George III Mahogany Architect's Table  
Third quarter 18th century 
The hinged ratcheted rectangular top with re-
entrant corners and retractable bookrest above a 
drawer sliding forth on the front legs and fitted 
with baize-lined slide and a retractable inkwell to 
the right side, the sides with retractable brass 
candle slides, the square legs on casters. Height 
31 inches (78.8 cm), width 36 inches (91.5 cm), 
depth 22 inches (25.9 cm). 
C  
$1,200-1,800 

 

170 
George III Mahogany Sideboard  
Circa 1780 
The demilune top above a frieze drawer over an 
arched recess with corner spandrels and flanked 
by two drawers and a deep drawer, further 
flanked by hinged cupboard doors, raised on 
tapering square legs ending in spade feet. 
Height 36 1/2 inches (92.7 cm), length 69 inches 
(175.3 cm), depth 33 3/4 inches (85.8 cm). 
 
Provenance: 
Philip Colleck, Ltd., New York. 
Purchased from the above, February 1, 1994. 
C  
$4,000-6,000 

 

171 
Pair of Continental Tapestry Seat Back 
Covers  
18th Century 
Each depicting a young girl, one holding a 
tambourine, the other a bird cage, now within an 
acrylic frame. Height 26 inches (66 cm), width 21 
inches (53.3 cm); acrylic frame 31 1/2 inches (80 
cm), width 27 inches (68.5 cm). 
C  
$400-600 

 

172 
Pair of George III Mahogany Library 
Armchairs  
Each padded back and seat flanked by padded 
arms on channeled supports and raised on 
chamfered square legs joined by stretchers. 
Height 40 inches (101.6 cm), width 29 inches 
(73.7 cm), depth 22 inches (55.8 cm). 
 
Provenance: 
Christie's house sale, Charlotte Dorrance Wright, 
'Ravenscliff', St. David's, Pennsylvania, June 5-
8. 1978. 
Fred B. Nadler Antiques, Inc. 
Purchased at the Winter Antiques Show, New 
York, February 4, 1994. 
C  
$5,000-7,000 

 

173 
George III Mahogany Three-Pedestal Dining 
Table  
Late 18th/early 19th century 
The rectangular top with rounded ends and 
reeded edge tilting above flaring ring-turned 
standards raised on four molded downswept legs 
ending in brass box casters. Height 28 inches 
(71.2 cm), length 128 inches (325.1 cm), width 
54 inches (137.2 cm). 
•  
$4,000-6,000 

 

174 
Derby Porcelain Dessert Service  
Circa 1782-1800 
Comprising two sauce tureens, covers and 
stands; three oval dishes; a heart-shaped dish; 
and eight dessert plates; each painted with floral 
bouquets on a white ground, the rims gilt, the 
tureens with gilt lion-mask terminals issuing loop 
handles, on lion paw feet, red overglaze crowned 
D and crossed batons mark. Diameter of dessert 
plates 8 inches (20.3 cm.). 
C  
$800-1,200 

 

175 
Pair of English Porcelain Compotes  
Possibly Coalport 
Each circular, with undulating gilt-line rim 
decorated with trails of gilt foliage, centering a 
floral bouquet, on a spreading circular foot, 
unmarked. Diameter 9 1/4 inches (23.5 cm). 
C  
$400-600 

 

176 
Pair of Davenport Longport Porcelain 
Compotes  
Early 19th century 
Each rectangular, with wavy scrolling foliate 
molded border, centering a reserve painted with 
two birds on a tree, bordered by three reserves 
painted with birds, on a turqouise ground, on a 
domed oval foot, underglaze blue mark. Width 
11 inches (28 cm). 
C  
$400-600 
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177 
Regency Mahogany Five-Tier Étagère  
First quarter 19th century  
Each galleried rectangular shelf on turned 
supports, the lowermost above a frieze drawer. 
Height 51 1/2 inches (131 cm), width 18 inches 
(45.7 cm), depth 14 5/8 inches (37.3 cm). 
C  
$1,500-2,000 

 

178 
Regency Mahogany Drum Table  
First quarter 19th century 
The gilt-tooled leather-inset circular top above 
four working and four dummy drawers, the ring-
turned stem raised on molded downswept legs 
ending in brass casters. Height 31 inches (78.7 
cm), diameter 41 inches (104.2 cm). 
C  
$2,500-3,500 

 

179 
George IV Rosewood, Calamander and 
Satinwood Sofa Table  
Circa 1820 
The crossbanded top with flaps above a pair of 
frieze drawers, on ring-turned supports joined by 
a stretcher and raised on hipped downswept legs 
ending in gilt-metal foliate-cast box casters. 
Height 28 inches (71.2 cm), width 36 inches 
(91.4 cm), extended width 57 1/2 inches (146 
cm), depth 26 inches (66 cm).) 
•  
$800-1,200 

 

180 
George IV Mahogany Three-Tier Étagère  
Second quarter 19th century 
The rectangular top with shaped back above two 
shelves with three-quarter galleries on lotus-
carved flaring supports, raised on tapering legs, 
on casters. Height 46 inches (116.8 cm), width 
48 inches (122 cm), depth 15 1/2 inches (39.4 
cm). 
C  
$800-1,200 

 

181 
George IV Rosewood Canterbury  
Second quarter 19th century 
The divided ring-turned spindled rectangular top 
above an undertier, on casters. Height 20 inches 
(50.8 cm), width 16 1/2 inches (41.9 cm), depth 
14 inches (35.6 cm). 
C  
$700-1,000 

 

182 
George IV Style Beechwood and Oak Dining 
Table  
The circular crossbanded top on baluster 
supports and a quadripartite plinth, raised on 
downswept molded legs ending in casters. 
Height 27 1/2 inches (69.8 cm), diameter 78 
inches (198.2 cm). 
C  
$2,000-3,000 

 

183 
George III Pine Corner Cabinet  
Third quarter 18th century 
In two parts, the upper section with dentil-molded 
arched cornice and canted corners above two 
shaped shelves, the conforming lower section 
with paneled doors, on a molded plinth. Height 
83 inches (210.9 cm), width 49 inches (124.4 
cm), depth 28 inches (71.1 cm). 
C  
$1,500-2,500 

 

184 
Yewwood Gate-Leg Table  
The rectangular top with bowed ends and D-
shaped flaps on ring-turned legs joined by 
stretchers. Height 29 inches (73.7 cm), width 23 
inches (58.4 cm), extended width 69 inches 
(175.3 cm), length 62 inches (157.5 cm). 
C  
$1,500-2,500 

 

185 
Chinese Export Slip-Decorated Porcelain 
Platter  
18th Century 
Of oval form with a shaped rim; gilt painted and 
decorated in white slip to show flowers and 
auspicious fruits. Diameter 14 1/2 inches (37 
cm). 
C  
$800-1,200 

 

186 
Pair of Chinese Export Porcelain Mandarin 
Palette Vases and Covers D> 
Late 18th century 
Each of baluster form, the elongated neck set 
with gilt dragon-form handles at the sides, 
the domed cover with lion finial, each 
reserved with domestic scenes amid molded 
scrolling vines and foliage. Height 14 1/8 
inches (36 cm). 
C  
$1,500-2,500 
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187 
Pair of Gilt Bronze Mounted Famille Verte 
Porcelain Covered Urns  
Late 19th Century 
Each of baluster form with a foo lion finial and 
applied with masks and decorated with figural 
reserves on a green ground decorated with 
blossoms raised on a pierced scrolling base. 
Height 32 inches (81.3 cm), height overall 35 
inches (88.9 cm). 
C  
$7,000-10,000 

 

188 
Chinese Sancai Glazed Porcelain Model of a 
Dog  
18th Century 
The figure standing in an alert pose; glazed in 
yellow, green, indigo and aubergine. Height 6 1/2 
inches (16 cm). 
C  
$400-600 

 

189 
Jean Ignace Grandville (1803-1847) 
LES FLEURS ANIMÉES 
Four color offset reproduction prints, framed. 
Sight of each sheet 15 x 11 inches; 381 x 279 
mm. 
C Property from a Private Collection, 
Southampton, New York 
$150-250 

 

190 
Various Artists 
[FLOWERS IN ORNAMENTAL VASES] 
Eleven hand-colored prints, framed. 
Sight of largest four sheets 18 x 14 inches; 457 x 
356 mm 
C Property from a Private Collection, 
Southampton, New York 
$400-600  

191 
Willem Swidde (1660-1697) After Erik 
Johnson Dahlberg (1625-1703) 
[SWEDISH VIEWS] 
Eight hand-colored engravings, with good or full 
margins, framed. 
Sight of sheets 12 x 15 1/2 inches; 305 x 394 
mm. 
 
Provenance: 
Christie's, December 22, 1998, lot 304. 
C Property from a Private Collection, 
Southampton, New York 
$600-900 

 

192 
Pair of Baguès Style Gilt-Metal and Glass 
Wall Lights  
Each of bowfront form with flowerheads, foliage 
and beading and bell-shaped back, with later 
scrolling candle arm. Height 18 inches (45.7 cm), 
width 18 inches (45.7 cm), depth 8 inches (20.3 
cm). 
 
Provenance: 
Carlos De La Puenta Antiques, New York. 
C Property from a Private Collection, 
Southampton, New York 
$800-1,200 

 

193 
Pair of Parish-Hadley Custom-Designed 
Brown-Painted and Glazed Wood Bedside 
Tables  
Each dished rectangular top above a frieze 
drawer, raised on cabriole legs joined by a 
platform stretcher. Height 28 inches (71.1 cm), 
width 30 inches (76.3 cm), depth 20 inches (50.8 
cm). 
Provenance: 
Parish-Hadley Associates, New York. 
Purchased from the above, 1996-7. 
C Property from a Private Collection, 
Southampton, New York 
$1,200-1,800 

 

194 
Pair of Parish-Hadley Custom-Designed Blue 
and White-Painted Bedside Tables  
The trellis-painted top above shelf and frieze 
drawer, on straight legs. Height 28 inches (71.1 
cm), width (square) 20 inches (54.8 cm).  
 
Provenance: 
Parish-Hadley Associates, New York. 
Purchased from the above, 1997. 
C Property from a Private Collection, 
Southampton, New York 
$1,500-2,500 

 

195 
Parish-Hadley Custom-Designed Green-
Painted and Glazed Writing Table  
The shaped rectangular top above a frieze 
drawer, raised on ring-turned legs. Height 27 1/2 
inches (69.8 cm), width 31 3/4 inches (80.7 cm), 
depth 18 inches (45.7 cm). 
Provenance: 
Parish-Hadley Associates, New York. 
Purchased from the above, 1997. 
C Property from a Private Collection, 
Southampton, New York 
$400-600 
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196 
George II Style Mahogany Bookcase Cabinet  
Paritally composed of older elements 
In two parts, the upper section with reverse-
breakfronted molded cornice with blind fret-
carved frieze and a pair of glazed doors opening 
to adjustable shelves and flanked by engaged 
half-round fluted pilasters headed by Corinthian 
capitals, the conforming lower section with a pair 
of molded cupboard doors opening to shelves 
above a molded plinth. Height 92 1/2 inches (235 
cm), width 72 1/2 inches (184.2 cm), depth 26 
inches (66 cm). 
 
Provenance: 
Yale Burge Antiques, New York. 
Purchased from the above, 1995. 
C Property from a Private Collection, 
Southampton, New York 
$3,000-5,000 

 

197 
Late Federal Tiger Maple Side Table  
First quarter 19th century 
The rectangular top above a frieze drawer raised 
on ring-turned legs. Height 28 inches (71.2 cm), 
width 19 1/2 inches (49.5 cm), depth 18 3/4 
inches (47.4 cm). 
C Property from a Private Collection, 
Southampton, New York 
$300-500 

 

198 
Queen Anne Fruitwood High Chest of 
Drawers  
In two parts, the molded flat cornice above four 
graduated drawers, the waisted lower section 
with a frieze drawer above a shaped recess and 
flanked by deep drawers, raised on cabriole legs. 
Height 61 1/2 inches (154.9 cm), width 39 1/2 
inches (100.4 cm), depth 20 inches (50.8 cm). 
C Property from a Private Collection, 
Southampton, New York 
$800-1,200 

 

199 
Pair of Chinese Export Style Blue and White 
Porcelain and Brass-Mounted Obelisks  
Each of waisted form and decorated with 
scrolling vines, the front and back with pseudo-
armorial devices, raised on paw feet. Height 25 
inches (63.5 cm), overall width (square) 8 1/2 
inches (21.6 cm). 
 
Provenance: 
John Rosselli, New York. 
C Property from a Private Collection, 
Southampton, New York 
$800-1,200 

 

200 
Pair of Needlework-Upholstered Cushions  
Each rectangular, the front depicting a lion or 
unicorn in a landscape, with fringe trim. Height 
11 1/2 inches (29.2 cm.), width 15 1/2 inches 
(39.4 cm). 
C Property from a Private Collection, 
Southampton, New York 
$100-150 

 

201 
Pair of Regency Black and Gilt Chinoiserie 
Papier-Mâché Low Tables  
Formerly pole screens 
Each rectangular top on a tapering support and 
stepped square plinth with splayed feet. Height 
20 1/2 inches (52 cm), width 14 inches (35.5 
cm), depth 10 1/2 inches (26.6 cm); Together 
with a Regency Black-Japanned and Parcel-
Gilt Low Table. Formerly a pole screen. Height 
25 inches (63.5 cm). 
C Property from a Private Collection, 
Southampton, New York 
$700-1,000 

 

202 
Pair of Regency Style Rosewood-Grained and 
Gilt-Stenciled Stools  
Each Clarence House 'Jaguar Velour' print 
velvet-upholstered square seat on ring-turned 
legs. Height 15 inches (38.1 cm), width (square) 
14 inches (35.6 cm). 
 
Provenance: 
Smith Gurney Antiques, New York. 
C Property from a Private Collection, 
Southampton, New York 
$400-600 

 

203 
Pair of Large White Crackle-Glaze Pottery Fu 
Dogs  
20th Century 
The mirrored pair of dogs with bulging eyes atop 
pierced platform bases. Height 25 inches (63.5 
cm). 
 
Provenance: 
John Rosselli, New York. 
C Property from a Private Collection, 
Southampton, New York 
$1,000-1,500 

 

204 
Chinese Patinated and Gilt-Bronze Lamp  
Early 20th century 
Cast as a fu lion seated atop a platform base 
and holding a flowering branch in its mouth. 
Height 21 3/4 inches (55.3 cm). 
 
Provenance: 
Jeanine de Brito Antiques, Paris. 
C Property from a Private Collection, 
Southampton, New York 
$1,000-1,500 

 

205 
Pair of Chinese Green Glazed Pottery Jars 
and Covers  
19th Century 
Of high shouldered form and with conforming 
covers surmounted by pointed finials. Height 10 
1/2 inches (27 cm). 
C Property from a Private Collection, 
Southampton, New York 
$600-800 
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206 
Pair of Chinese Famille Rose Baluster Jars 
and Covers Mounted as Lamps  
Qing Dynasty 
Enameled in the rose palette to show precious 
objects arranged with flowers. Height 12 inches 
(30.5 cm). 
 
Provenance: 
Marvin Alexander Antiques, New York. 
C Property from a Private Collection, 
Southampton, New York 
$600-800 

 

207 
Pair of Chinese Blue Glazed Pottery Roof 
Tiles  
Ming Dynasty 
Each tile molded to depict a perched phoenix. 
Height 11 3/8 inches (29.5 cm). 
 
Provenance: 
Sotheby's, New York, March 1997, lot 1567. 
C Property from a Private Collection, 
Southampton, New York 
$600-800 

 

208 
Chinese Red Lacquered Wooden Octagonal 
Stand  
20th Century 
The raised octagonal stand on underplate gilt-
decorated to show figures from classical opera. 
Height 3 1/4 inches (8.3 cm), diameter 14 inches 
(35.6 cm).  
 
Provenance: 
Art Treasures Gallery, Hong Kong 1999. 
C Property from a Private Collection, 
Southampton, New York 
$400-600 

 

209 
Chinese Sancai-Glazed Pottery Figure of a 
Horse  
20th Century 
The standing ochre horse wears a green saddle 
and stylized wild mane. Height 11 inches (28 
cm). 
 
Provenance: 
Art Treasures Gallery, Hong Kong, purchased 
1999. 
C Property from a Private Collection, 
Southampton, New York 
$600-800 

 

210 
Pair of Chinese Longquan-Style Celadon 
Glazed Vases  
20th Century 
Of phoenix-tail form with baluster shaped bodies 
and trumpet necks. Height 16 inches (40.7 cm). 
 
Provenance: 
John Rosselli, New York. 
C Property from a Private Collection, 
Southampton, New York 
$800-1,200 

 

211 
Pair of Chinese Sancai Glazed Earthenware 
Models of Striding Fu Lions  
The mirrored pair with fierce expressions molded 
to platform bases. Height 9 3/4 inches (34.7 cm), 
length 11 inches (28 cm). 
 
Provenance: 
Christie's, New York, Property from a Private 
Collection, April 16, 2002, lot 1146. 
C Property from a Private Collection, 
Southampton, New York 
$1,000-1,500 

 

212 
Chinese or Southeast Asian Brown-Glazed 
Martaban Storage Jar  
Ming Dynasty 
Of circular form, with incised decoration and loop 
handles to the shoulder above addorsed dragons 
in relief. Height 14 inches (35.6 cm), diameter 14 
inches (35.6 cm).  
C Property from a Private Collection, 
Southampton, New York 
$400-600 

 

213 
Provincial Chinese Glazed Stoneware 
Spouted Jar  
Qing Dynasty 
With molded ring handles at shoulder and a 
short spout. Height 13 inches (33 cm), diameter 
11 inches (28 cm). 
C Property from a Private Collection, 
Southampton, New York 
$400-600 

 

214 
Japanese Imari-Palette Arita Porcelain 
Charger  
Meiji Period 
Decorated to interior with scenes of playful boys 
around a central medallion showing two ho-ho 
birds in underglaze blue. Diameter 18 1/2 inches 
(47 cm). 
C Property from a Private Collection, 
Southampton, New York 
$500-700 

 

215 
Pair of Chinese Blue and White Porcelain 
Baluster Vases and Covers  
Modern 
The lobed bodies decorated in underglaze blue 
to show flowering branches. Height 17 inches 
(43.2 cm). 
C Property from a Private Collection, 
Southampton, New York 
$200-300 

 

216 
Chinese Painted Wood Drum-Form Container  
20th Century 
The barrel form body with two applied brass 
handles decorated with figural and natural 
scenes. Height 12 inches (30.5 cm). 
C Property from a Private Collection, 
Southampton, New York 
$200-300  
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217 
Assembled Group of Thirteen Chinese Blue 
and White Porcelain Plates  
Kangxi Period 
Each plate similarly decorated to interior in the 
geometric 'kraak' pattern. Diameter 8 3/8 inches 
(21.3 cm). 
 
Provenance: 
Daphne Rankin, Olympia Art Fair, London, 2006. 
C Property from a Private Collection, 
Southampton, New York 
$400-600 

 

218 
Elizabethan Style Blackened Oak Three-Tier 
Étagère  
Each rectangular shelf between line-incused 
cup-and-cover supports, on a molded plinth. 
Height 40 inches (101.7 cm), width 39 inches 
(73.7 cm), depth 16 1/2 inches (41.9 cm). 
 
Provenance: 
40 Main Street Antiques, Southampton, New 
York. 
Purchased from the above, 1997. 
C Property from a Private Collection, 
Southampton, New York 
$300-500 

 

219 
English Painted Cast-Iron Firetool Stand  
Circa 1933 
In the form of a standing Beefeater Guard 
(Yeoman Warder) holding a staff fitted with a 
sword-hilt poker, a plaque of the Tower of 
London below, the back fitted with tongs and a 
shovel, with applied label: 'Made in England', the 
underside stamped 'REGISTERED 781408'. 
Height 32 1/4 inches (82 cm), width 11 inches 
(27.9 cm). 
 
Provenance: 
Yale Burge Antiques, New York. 
Purchased from the above, 1996. 
C Property from a Private Collection, 
Southampton, New York 
$600-800 

 

220 
English Brass Fire Fender  
Height 13 1/2 inches (34.3 cm), width 5 feet 8 
inches (172.7 cm.), depth 12 1/2 inches (32 cm).  
 
Provenance: 
Kidd Hall. 
Kentshire Galleries, New York. 
C Property from a Private Collection, 
Southampton, New York 
$400-600 

 

221 
French Gilt-Bronze Mounted Barbotine 
Majolica Jardinière on Stand  
Circa 1900 
Tapering cylindrical, applied with rose branches 
on a mottled brown ground, the sides mounted 
with two dragon-form handles, the everted 
pierced neck mount and base decorated with 
chinoiserie motifs; the bottom signed E. 
Langlan/Tanglan, CP. Height overall 17 3/4 
inches (45 cm), with across handles 19 inches 
(48 cm). 
 
Provenance: 
Sotheby's, New York, June 24, 1999, lot 95. 
C Property from a Private Collection, 
Southampton, New York 
$300-500 

 

222 
French Majolica Vase  
St. Honoré, late 19th century 
Baluster form, with elongated neck and everted 
rim, the brown glazed body molded in high relief 
with cattails and foliage, impressed mark under 
base. Height 15 3/4 inches (40 cm). 
 
Provenance: 
Brahms Netski Antiques, New York. 
Purchased from the above, 1997. 
C Property from a Private Collection, 
Southampton, New York 
$250-350 

 

223 
English Majolica Jardinière  
Probably George Jones, circa 1880 
Square, molded to simulate a wooden planter, 
the brown glazed exterior with insects and 
foliage between the slats, with turquoise interior 
and underside with brown and green 
tortoiseshell effect, numbered 2743. Height 8 3/4 
inches (22.2 cm), width 9 inches (23.5 cm), 
square.  
 
Provenance: 
John Rosselli, New York. 
C Property from a Private Collection, 
Southampton, New York 
$400-600 

 

224 
English Brass Fire Fender  
19th Century 
Height 11 inches (28 cm), width 4 feet 11 1/4 
inches (150.5 cm), depth 12 inches (30.5 cm).  
 
Provenance: 
With Kentshire Galleries, New York. 
Purchased from the above, 2001. 
C Property from a Private Collection, 
Southampton, New York 
$400-600 
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225 
Continental Gilt and Polychrome Japanned 
Terracotta Jardinière  
19th Century 
Of squat globular form, decorated with a goose 
in a landscape amid foliate, the sides set with 
two gilt lion mask handles, the underside with 
indistinct impressed mark and numeral 8. Width 
over handles 22 inches (56 cm). 
C Property from a Private Collection, 
Southampton, New York 
$1,000-1,500 

 

226 
Glazed Terracotta Elephant-Form Garden 
Seat  
Height 23 inches (58.4 cm), length 21 1/ 2 inches 
(54.6 cm), width 10 inches (25.4 cm). 
C Property from a Private Collection, 
Southampton, New York 
$300-500 

 

227 
Assembled Pair of Regency Style Painted 
and Parcel-Gilt Caned Open Armchairs  
The X-form back and caned seat flanked by 
arms raised on ring-turned tapering legs. Height 
34 inches (86.3 cm), width 19 3/4 inches (50.3 
cm), depth 17 inches (43.3 cm).  
 
Provenance: 
Amy Perlin Antiques, New York. 
C Property from a Private Collection, 
Southampton, New York 
$300-500 

 

228 
Pair of Regency Black-Painted, Parcel-Gilt 
and Brass-Mounted Caned Side Chairs  
Early 19th century 
Each arched toprail mounted with brass 
flowerheads above a pierced back and loose-
cushioned caned seat flanked by ring-turned 
spindles, raised on outscrolled front legs; 
together with Clarence House striped velvet seat 
cushions. Height 34 inches (86.3 cm), width 21 
inches (53.3 cm), depth 17 inches (43.2 cm). 
 
Provenance: 
Christie's, New York, January 20, 1995, lot 276. 
C Property from a Private Collection, 
Southampton, New York 
$1,200-1,800 

 

229 
Pair of Continental Karelian Birch, Faux 
Bronze and Parcel-Gilt Gueridons  
Possibly Russian 
Each circular slate top above a plain frieze 
raised on tapering lion's-head monopodia joined 
by a tripartite plinth, on leaf-carved feet. Height 
29 inches (73.7 cm), diameter 21 inches (53.4 
cm). 
 
Provenance: 
George Subkoff Antiques, Westport, 
Connecticut. 
C Property from a Private Collection, 
Southampton, New York 
$2,500-3,500 

 

230 
Early Louis XV Walnut and Caned Fauteuil de 
Bureau  
Circa 1735-40 
The molded curved toprail centered by a carved 
shell and continuing to foliate-carved handholds 
above a leather-covered serpentine seat with 
flowerhead-carved seat rail on all sides and 
raised on cabriole legs. Height 38 inches (96.5 
cm), width 26 inches (66 cm), depth 19 inches 
(48.2 cm). 
 
Provenance: 
Christie's, New York, May 27, 1999, lot 241. 
C Property from a Private Collection, 
Southampton, New York 
$4,000-6,000 

 

231 
George IV Needlework and Gilt-Metal 
Footstool  
First quarter 19th century, possibly Irish 
Of square form, the top with a vase of flowers, 
the sides with scrolling foliage and ring handles 
and raised on paw and bun feet. Height 8 inches 
(20.3 cm), width (square) 14 inches (35.5 cm), 
overall (with feet) 17 inches (43.1 cm).  
 
Provenance: 
Maureen Morris, Essex, Olympia Antiques Show, 
London, 1999, purchased from an estate in 
Ireland. 
C Property from a Private Collection, 
Southampton, New York 
$400-600 

 

232 
Pair of Neoclassical Style Painted Wall 
Brackets  
Each with later bowfronted and beaded shelf on 
a long leaf-carved support above an oak leaf and 
acorn-carved backplate. Height 17 inches (43.1 
cm), width 13 inches (33 cm), depth 7 inches 
(17.7 cm).  
 
Provenance: 
 Cité des Antiquaires, Lyon. 
Purchased from the above, 2001. 
C Property from a Private Collection, 
Southampton, New York 
$1,200-1,800 

 

233 
English Leather-Upholstered Brass Club 
Fender  
The leather seat re-upholstered by DeAngelis. 
Height 20 inches (51 cm), width 6 feet 1 inch 
(185 cm), depth 19 inches (48 cm). 
 
Provenance: 
With McClenaghan Antiques, London.Purchased 
from the above, 1999. 
C Property from a Private Collection, 
Southampton, New York 
$1,200-1,800 
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234 
Early Victorian Polychrome-Decorated and 
Parcel-Gilt Papier-Mâché Tray  
Circa 1840 
The dished rectangular top decorated with 
chinoiserie figures in pavilioned landscape, on a 
later stand. Height 19 1/2 inches (49.5 cm), width 
30 1/4 inches (102.8 cm), depth 23 inches (58.5 
cm). 
 
Provenance: 
George Subkoff Antiques, Westport, 
Connecticut. 
Purchased from the above, 1997. 
C Property from a Private Collection, 
Southampton, New York 
$400-600 

 

235 
Pair of George II Style Mahogany Child's 
Chairs  
Each seat upholstered in Colefax and Fowler's 
'Malabar' green and cream animal print velvet. 
Height 28 1/2 inches (72.5 cm), width 19 1/2 
inches (49.5 cm), depth 14 1/2 inches (36.8 cm).  
 
Provenance: 
Yale Burge Antiques, New York. 
C Property from a Private Collection, 
Southampton, New York 
$1,200-1,800 

 

236 
George III Style Green and Cream-Painted 
Overmantel Mirror  
The stepped rectangular mirror plate within a 
frame surmounted by a pierced cresting carved 
with flowers and a musical trophy. Height 60 
inches (152.4 cm), width 43 inches (109.2 cm). 
 
Provenance: 
Sotheby's, New York, July 13, 1988, lot 355. 
C Property from a Private Collection, 
Southampton, New York 
$800-1,200 

 

237 
Victorian Beechwood Child's High Chair  
19th Century 
The arched spindled back above a caned oval 
seat and raised on ring-turned splayed legs. 
Height 41 inches (104.1 cm), width 14 1/2 inches 
(36.8 cm), depth 12 inches (30.4 cm). 
 
Provenance: 
Dr. Charles Ryskamp, Former Director, Frick 
Collection and Pierpont Morgan Library. 
His collection, Sotheby's, New York, April 18-19, 
2002, lot 479A. 
C Property from a Private Collection, 
Southampton, New York 
$200-300 

 

238 
Pair of American Rosewood-Grained Rush 
Seat Side Chairs  
19th Century 
 Height 32 inches (81.3 cm), width 16 1/2 inches 
(42 cm), depth 15 inches (38.2 cm).  
 
Provenance: 
Kevin Cross Antiques, Southport, Connecticut. 
Purchased from the above, 1993. 
C Property from a Private Collection, 
Southampton, New York 
$100-150 

 

239 
Neoclassical Style Painted Wrought-Iron 
Console with Slate Top  
Height 40 inches (101.6 cm), width 53 inches 
(134.6 cm), depth 13 inches (33 cm).  
 
Provenance: 
Richard Kazarian, Providence, Rhode Island. 
C Property from a Private Collection, 
Southampton, New York 
$800-1,200 

 

240 
Continental Wrought-Iron Eight-Light 
Chandelier  
Height 43 inches (109.2 cm), diameter 39 inches 
(99 cm). 
C Property from a Private Collection, 
Southampton, New York 
$1,000-1,500 

 

241 
French Wrought-Iron Garden Bench  
Composed of garden fencing, the left arm 
straight, the right arm angled downward and 
centering a plank seat. Height 49 inches (124.5 
cm), width 63 inches (160 cm), depth 23 inches 
(58.5 cm). 
 
Provenance: 
French Country Antiques, Greenwich, 
Connecticut. 
C Property from a Private Collection, 
Southampton, New York 
$1,500-2,500 

 

242 
Louis XV Provençal Black-Stained and 
Parcel-Gilt Low Table  
The rectangular plank top above a cabochon-
mounted serpentine frieze and raised on hipped 
cabriole legs ending in hoofed feet. Height 20 1/2 
inches (52 cm), width 40 inches (101.6 cm), 
depth 25 1/2 inches (64.8 cm). 
 
Provenance: 
Simonet Antiquités, Versailles. 
Purchased from the above, 1997. 
C Property from a Private Collection, 
Southampton, New York 
$1,200-1,800 
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243 
North European Neoclassical Mahogany and 
Brass-Mounted Secretaire à Abbatant Table  
The rectangular top above a fall front drawer 
opening to a compartmentalized interior and 
raised on tapering legs. Height 31 inches (78.7 
cm), width 35 inches (88.9 cm), depth 25 inches 
(63.5 cm). 
C Property from a Private Collection, 
Southampton, New York 
$500-700 

 

244 
Burmese Patinated Bronze Figure of an 
Elephant  
The decorated standing figure with a howdah on 
its back, a kneeling supplicant behind, on a 
shaped plinth; with inscription. Height 15 1/2 
inches (39.4 cm), width 7 inches (17.8 cm), 
length 17 inches (43.3 cm). 
 
Provenance: 
Sotheby's, New York, December 21-22, 1999. 
C Property from a Private Collection, 
Southampton, New York 
$400-600 

 

245 
Japanese Black and Polychrome-Decorated 
Low Table  
With birds in flowering peony tree within a 
diaperwork border above a recessed waist and 
raised on straight legs headed by brackets and 
ending in scrolled feet. Height 16 1/2 inches 
(41.9 cm), width 39 3/4 inches (100.9 cm), depth 
19 3/4 inches (50.1 cm). 
 
Provenance: 
Scrooge and Marley Antiques, Boston 
C Property from a Private Collection, 
Southampton, New York 
$1,200-1,800 

 

246 
Group of Royal Copenhagen Flora Danica 
Porcelain Articles  
Comprising seven dessert plates, pot-de-creme 
on stand, pickle dish, pair of salts, sugar bowl 
and cover, cream jug; each decorated with a 
botanical specimen, with gilt border, the 
underside with identifying inscription, blue wave 
and green-printed marks and shape numbers. 
Diameter of dessert plates 7 3/4 inches (19.7 
cm). 
C  
$1,500-2,500 

 

247 
Royal Copenhagen Flora Danica Porcelain 
Bottle Cooler and Teapot  
Each decorated with a botanical specimen, with 
gilt border, the underside with identifying 
inscription, blue wave and green-printed marks 
and shape numbers 3571 and 143. Height of 
bottle cooler 6 1/2 inches (16.5 cm). 
C  
$1,200-1,800 

 

248 
Set of Six Royal Copenhagen Flora Danica 
Porcelain Lunch Plates  
Each circular, decorated with a botanical 
specimen, with a gilt serrated rim, the underside 
with identifying inscription with blue wave mark. 
Diameter 9 3/4 inches (24.8 cm). 
C Property of a New York Family 
$800-1,200 

 

249 
Set of Eight Royal Copenhagen Flora Danica 
Porcelain Cream Soup Bowls and Saucers  
Each round bowl with loop handles, the saucer 
of typical form, decorated with a botanical 
specimen, with a gilt border, the underside with 
identifying inscription, blue wave and green-
printed marks, shape number 3612. Width of 
bowl over handles 6 5/8 inches (16.8 cm). 
C  
$2,000-3,000 

 

250 
Royal Copenhagen Flora Danica Porcelain 
Tureen and Cover, Serving Bowl and Platter  
Each decorated with a botanical specimen, with 
a gilt border, the underside with identifying 
inscription, blue wave and green-printed marks, 
shape numbers 3582, 3506 and 3518. Length of 
platter 15 7/8 inches (40.3 cm). 
C  
$2,000-3,000 

 

251 
Group of Royal Copenhagen Flora Danica 
Porcelain Articles  
Comprising a pair of triangular custard cups and 
saucers, covered sugar bowl and cream jug; 
each decorated with a botanical specimen, with 
a gilt border, the underside with identifying 
inscription, blue wave and green-printed marks, 
shape numbers 3575, 3576, 3624, 3626. Height 
of custard cup 2 3/4 inches (7 cm). 
C  
$1,200-1,800 

 

252 
Set of Thirteen Royal Copenhagen Flora 
Danica Porcelain Dinner Plates  
Circular, the center decorated with a botanical 
specimen, with a gilt serrated rim, the underside 
with identifying inscription, blue wave and green-
printed marks, shape number 3549. Diameter 10 
1/4 inches (26 cm). 
C  
$5,000-8,000 
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253 
Set of Thirteen Royal Copenhagen Flora 
Danica Porcelain Salad Plates  
Circular, the center decorated with a botanical 
specimen, with a gilt serrated rim, the underside 
with identifying inscription, blue wave and green-
printed marks, shape number 3573. Diameter 7 
3/4 inches (19.7 cm). 
C  
$3,000-5,000 

 

254 
Set of Six Royal Copenhagen Flora Danica 
Porcelain Bread and Butter Plates  
Circular, the center decorated with a botanical 
specimen, within a gilt serrated border, the 
underside with identifying inscription, blue wave 
and green-printed marks, shape number 3552. 
Diameter 5 3/4 inches (14.6 cm). 
C  
$500-700 

 

255 
Set of Ten Royal Copenhagen Flora Danica 
Porcelain Dessert Plates  
Circular, the center decorated with a botanical 
specimen, within a gilt serrated border, the 
underside with identifying inscription, blue wave 
and green-printed marks, shape number 3551. 
Diameter 6 5/8 inches (16.8 cm). 
C  
$2,000-3,000 

 

256 
Set of Three Royal Copenhagen Flora Danica 
Porcelain Pierced Platters  
Circular, the center decorated with a botanical 
specimen, within a gilt pierced border with 
serrated rim, the underside with identifying 
inscription, blue wave and green-printed marks, 
shape number 3526. Diameter 10 3/4 inches 
(27.3 cm). 
C  
$1,200-1,800 

 

257 
Set of Twelve Royal Copenhagen Flora 
Danica Porcelain Demitasse Cups and 
Saucers  
Each cylindrical cup with an angular handle, the 
saucer of typical form, decorated with a botanical 
specimen, with a gilt border, the underside with 
identifying inscription, blue wave and green-
printed marks, shape number 3621. Height of 
cup 2 1/4 inches (5.7 cm). 
C  
$2,000-3,000 

 

258 
Régence Giltwood Border Glass Mirror  
The scrolled and arched crest centered by a 
divided shell motif, flanked by birds, above a 
rectangular plate with scroll and shell corner 
ornaments. Height 52 inches (132 cm), width 27 
3/4 inches (70.4 cm). 
C The Estates of a Prominent French-American 
Couple 
$1,500-2,500 

 

259 
Régence Gilt-Metal Mounted and Brass- 
Inlaid Ebonized Bureau Plat  
The leather-inset top with molded brass edge 
above two frieze drawers, raised on cabriole legs 
headed by later female mask mounts and ending 
in sabots. Height 29 inches (73.7 cm), width 51 
inches (129.5 cm), depth 26 inches (66 cm).  
C The Estates of a Prominent French-American 
Couple 
$2,000-3,000 

 

260 
Louis XV Style Black-Painted Table  
Partially composed of older elements 
The dished rectangular top above a frieze 
drawer and a shaped apron, raised on cabriole 
legs. Height 26 1/4 inches (66.7 cm), width 26 
1/4 inches (66.7 cm), depth 20 inches (50.8 cm). 
C The Estates of a Prominent French-American 
Couple 
$600-900 

 

261 
Continental Gilt-Metal Border Glass Mirror  
18th/19th Century, probably Swedish 
The two-part shaped mirror plate with an arched 
crest centered by a fruit and foliage. Height 37 
1/2 inches (95.2 cm), width 21 1/2 inches (54.6 
cm). 
C The Estates of a Prominent French-American 
Couple 
$1,000-1,500 

 

262 
Louis XV Leather-Upholstered Beechwood 
Fauteuil en Cabriolet by Nicolas-Quinibert 
Foliot  
Mid-18th century 
The padded cartouche back, serpentine seat and 
padded arms within a molded frame, raised on 
cabriole legs; stamped twice 'N P FOLIOT'. 
Height 34 1/2 inches (87 cm), width 25 1/2 
inches (64.7 cm), depth 18 inches (45.7 cm).  
 
Nicolas-Quinibert Foliot, maître in 1729. 
C The Estates of a Prominent French-American 
Couple 
$1,000-1,500 
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263 
Pair of Louis XVI Painted Fauteuils en 
Cabriolet  
Last quarter 18th century 
Each padded oval back, arms and seat within a 
molded frame and raised on stop-fluted tapering 
legs; each back rail stamped 'G. JACOB' and 
bearing a paper label with inked inscription 
'Salon'. Height 36 inches (91.5 cm), width 23 
inches (58.5 cm), depth 17 inches (43.2 cm). 
C The Estates of a Prominent French-American 
Couple 
$3,000-4,000 

 

264 
Louis XVI Ormolu-Mounted Mahogany 
Commode  
Last quarter 18th century 
The rectangular gray and white marble top with 
rounded corners above three long drawers 
flanked by fluted stiles and continuing to tapering 
legs; stamped 'M. G. CRAM. . .' Height 35 1/2 
inches (90.2 cm), width 46 inches (116.8 cm), 
depth 22 inches (35.9 cm). 
 
Mathieu-Guillaume Cramer, maître in 1771. 
C The Estates of a Prominent French-American 
Couple 
$2,000-2,500 

 

265 
Louis XVI Mahogany Secrétaire à Abattant  
By Nicolas Henry, last quarter 18th century 
The rectangular gray marble top with outset 
rounded corners above a conforming case with 
fluted stiles centering a frieze drawer and drop 
front opening to a leather-lined writing surface 
and shelves above small drawers, over cupboard 
doors opening to a shelf and a drawer, raised on 
tapering circular legs; stamped N. HENRY JME. 
Height 56 inches (142.3 cm), width 30 1/2 inches 
(77.5 cm), depth 14 inches (35.5). 
 
Nicolas Henry, maître in 1773, rue de Verbois. 
C The Estates of a Prominent French-American 
Couple 
$1,000-1,500 

 

266 
Pair of Louis XVI Painted Fauteuils à la Reine  
Last quarter 18th century 
Each arched padded back and bowed seat 
within a molded frame flanked by padded arms 
and raised on stop-fluted legs. Height 36 1/2 
inches (92.7 cm), width 23 inches (58.5 cm), 
depth 18 inches (45.7 cm). 
C The Estates of a Prominent French-American 
Couple 
$1,000-2,000 

 

267 
Louis XVI Ormolu-Mounted Mahogany 
Console Desserte  
By Georges Kintz, last quarter 18th century 
The rectangular gray-veined white marble top 
with pierced three-quarter gallery above a 
paneled frieze drawer, on ring-turned fluted 
supports joined by two undertiers with molded 
edge and raised on circular tapering legs ending 
in sabots; stamped G. KINTZ. Together with a 
later copy. The back with black-stenciled initials 
'V V'. Height 36 inches (91.5 cm), width 45 
inches (114.3 cm), depth 13 inches (33 cm). 
 
Georges Kintz, maître in 1776. 
C The Estates of a Prominent French-American 
Couple 
$3,000-5,000 

 

268 
Louis XVI Gilt-Metal Mounted Fruitwood 
Commode  
Last quarter 18th century  
The marble top with a three-quarter brass gallery 
and outset rounded corners above a conforming 
case with three long drawers flanked by fluted 
stiles, raised on tapering turned legs. Height 33 
1/2 inches (85 cm), width 37 inches (94 cm), 
depth 16 inches (40.7 cm). 
C The Estates of a Prominent French-American 
Couple 
$500-700 

 

269 
Assembled Pair of Louis XVI Mahogany 
Bouillotte Tables  
Last quarter 18th century 
Each gilt-metal-galleried marble top above a 
frieze with two drawers and two leather-inset 
slides, raised on fluted tapering legs ending in 
cap casters. Height of larger 29 inches (73.7 
cm), diameter 25 3/4 inches (65.4 cm), height of 
smaller 28 inches (71.2 cm), diameter 26 inches 
(66 cm). 
C The Estates of a Prominent French-American 
Couple 
$1,500-2,500 

 

270 
Pair of Louis XV Upholstered Painted 
Fauteuils à la Reine by Jean-Baptiste 
Gourdin  
Mid-18th century 
Each padded back, seat and arms within a 
molded frame carved with flowerheads and 
scrolls, raised on cabriole legs; the back rail of 
one chair stamped 'I GOURDIN' twice, the other 
stamped three times. Height 36 1/2 inches (92.7 
cm), width 27 inches (68.7 cm), depth 20 inches 
(50.8 cm). 
 
Jean-Baptiste Gourdin, maître in 1748. 
C The Estates of a Prominent French-American 
Couple 
$3,500-4,500 
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271 
Pair of Louis XVI Style Gilt-Bronze Two-
Branch Wall Lights  
Each in the form of ribbon-tied olive branches. 
Height 13 inches (33 cm), width 8 inches (20.3 
cm).  
C The Estates of a Prominent French-American 
Couple 
$500-700 

 

272 
Pair of Louis XVI Painted and Velvet-
Upholstered Side Chairs by Georges Jacob  
Last quarter 18th century 
Each rectangular back and loose-cushioned seat 
with beaded leaf-tip molding, raised on stop-
fluted legs; each back rail stamped 'G I ACOB' 
and bearing a paper label with inked insciption 
'Salon'; another label with inked inscription 
'Madame Lelong' (sp?). Height 35 1/2 inches 
(90.2 cm), width 22 inches (55.9 cm), depth 17 
inches (43.2 cm). 
 
Georges Jacob (1739-1814), maître in 1765. 
C The Estates of a Prominent French-American 
Couple 
$600-900 

 

273 
Pair of Louis XVI Upholstered and Painted 
Side Chairs by Georges Jacob  
Last quarter 18th century 
En suite with the preceding lot 
Each rectangular back and loose-cushioned seat 
with beaded leaf-tip molding, raised on stop-
fluted legs; each back rail stamped 'G I ACOB' 
and bearing a paper label with inked inscription 
'Salon'. Height 35 1/2 inches (90.2 cm), width 22 
inches (55.9 cm), depth 17 inches (43.2 cm). 
 
Georges Jacob (1739-1814), maître in 1765. 
C The Estates of a Prominent French-American 
Couple 
$600-900 

 

274 
Louis XVI Ormolu-Mounted Mahogany 
Console Desserte by Jean-François Leleu  
Circa 1775 
The D-shaped gray-veined white marble top 
above a frieze drawer and fluted baluster 
supports joined by an undertier platform, raised 
on fluted tapering legs; stamped 'J.F. Leleu'. 
Height 34 3/4 inches (88.3 cm), width 38 inches 
(96.5 cm), depth 13 inches (33 cm). 
 
Jean-François Leleu, maître in 1764. 
C The Estates of a Prominent French-American 
Couple 
$3,000-5,000 

 

275 
Pair of Louis XVI Style Gilt-Bronze Three-
Branch Wall Lights  
Each backplate with flaming draped urn; one 
back stamped 'UC 80'. Height 17 inches (43.2 
cm). 
C The Estates of a Prominent French-American 
Couple 
$700-1,000 

 

276 
Restauration Mahogany Extension Dining 
Table  
The two-part top with drop leaves opening to 
three later leaves, raised on ring-turned legs and 
casters. Height 29 inches (73.7 cm), width 29 
inches (73.7 cm), diameter (with drop leaves) 57 
inches (104.8 cm), extended length 107 1/2 
inches (273 cm). 
C The Estates of a Prominent French-American 
Couple 
$800-1,200 

 

277 
Pair of Continental Empire Mahogany Curule 
Stools  
First quarter 19th century 
Each leopard print velvet-upholstered 
rectangular seat raised on rounded X-form 
supports joined by a turned stretcher. Height 18 
inches (45.7 cm), width 19 inches (48.3 cm), 
depth 15 inches (38.1 cm). 
C The Estates of a Prominent French-American 
Couple 
$1,000-2,000 

 

278 
Empire Gilt-Bronze Figural Mantel Clock  
First quarter 19th century 
Depicting a uniformed hunter with a rabbit and 
spaniel, the enamel dial inscribed CRONIER 
AINE Place des 3 Maries No. 6 a Paris. Height 
13 1/2 inches (34.3 cm), width 10 inches (25.4 
cm). 
C The Estates of a Prominent French-American 
Couple 
$800-1,200 

 

279 
Four Shadow Boxes with Figures of French 
Soldiers in 18th Century Costumes  
Height of box 10 inches (25.4 cm), width 6 1/4 
inches (15.9 cm). 
C  
$300-500 

 

280 
Set of Six Anglo-Indian Hardwood Armchairs  
First half 19th century 
Each backscrolled toprail above a pierced slatted 
and X-form back and caned seat flanked by 
reeded arms, raised on reeded and ring-turned 
tapering legs. Height 32 inches (81.3 cm), width 
21 1/2 inches (54.6 cm), depth 18 inches (45.7 
cm). 
 
Provenance: 
Needham's Antiques, Inc., New York. 
C  
$2,500-3,500 
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281 
George III Carved Mahogany Library 
Armchair  
Circa 1760 
The padded serpentine back, arms and seat 
raised on acanthus-carved molded cabriole legs 
ending in cabochon-carved feet, the sides of the 
back legs also carved. Height 40 inches (101.6 
cm), width 27 inches (68.5 cm), depth 19 inches 
(48.2 cm). 
C The Estate of Madelyn Brown Harris 
$1,500-2,500 

 

282 
Safavid Isfahan Carpet  
Central Persia, 17th century 
The in and out palmette and cloud band pattern 
on the fuchsine field is within a midnight blue 
border. Approximately 18 feet 7 inches x 7 feet 9 
inches. 
Even wear overall, re-piled areas throughout, 
partial ends and sides. 
C  
$10,000-20,000 

 

283 
Kerman Gallery Carpet  
Southeast Persia, circa 1935 
The ivory field with an ascending pattern of 
spruce trees, vases, and floral medallions is 
within a rose palmette border. Cyrus Crown 
signature. Approximately 18 feet 2 inches x 7 
feet 7 inches. 
Minor wear. 
C  
$2,000-3,000 

 

284 
Pair of Karadja Runners  
Northwest Persia, circa 1925 
Each having a repeat pattern of geometric 
medallions on a madder field within an indigo 
floral vinery border. Approximately 14 feet 10 
inches x 3 feet 2 inches and 14 feet 9 inches x 3 
feet 2 inches, respectively. 
Minor wear to both, re-piled areas to smaller. 
C  
$2,500-3,500 

 

285 
Kashan Carpet  
Central Persia, second quarter of the 20th 
century 
The central scalloped pendant medallion on the 
midnight blue field flanked by complementary 
spandrels is within a palmette and meandering 
vine border. Approximately 13 feet 4 inches x 10 
feet.  
Minor wear throughout. 
C  
$2,000-3,000 

 

286 
Agra Carpet  
North India, last quarter of the 19th century 
The sky blue field with a central floral medallion 
is within a pale saffron palmette and leaf border. 
Approximately 8 feet 10 inches x 7 feet 10 
inches. 
Re-piled areas. 
C  
$3,000-5,000 

 

287 
Silk Warp Isfahan Rug  
Central Iran, contemporary 
The central floral medallion on the ivory field is 
within a palmette and vine border. Silk highlights 
and warps. Signed. 437 kpsi. Approximately 7 
feet 9 inches x 5 feet. 
C  
$3,000-5,000 

 

288 
Sarouk Fereghan Carpet  
North Persia, late 19th century 
The midnight blue field with polychrome floral 
vinery is within a buff palmette and meandering 
vine border. Approximately 12 feet 2 inches x 9 
feet 7 inches. 
Minor end losses, minor moth damage, localized 
areas of wear, re-wrapped selvedges, spot 
stains. 
C  
$4,000-6,000 

 

289 
Hereke Silk Carpet  
West Turkey, contemporary 
The central pendant medallion on the ivory field 
is within a buff bird, palmette, and meandering 
vine border. Signed. 400 kpsi. Approximately 9 
feet 10 inches x 7 feet. 
Soiled and stained areas, losses to fringes. 
C  
$3,000-5,000 

 

290 
Sivas Rug  
Central Anatolia, first quarter of the 20th century 
The madder field with floral vinery overall is 
within a grey palmette border. Approximately 5 
feet 10 inches x 4 feet 5 inches. 
C  
$1,000-2,000  

291 
Heriz Carpet  
Northwest Persia, last quarter of the 19th century 
The central polychrome geometric medallion on 
the ivory field flanked by terracotta spandrels is 
within a madder palmette and vine border. 
Approximately 11 feet 3 inches x 9 feet 3 inches. 
Partial ends, added machine fringes, localized 
areas of wear and moth damage. 
C  
$5,000-7,000 
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292 
Karabagh Carpet  
Southwest Caucasus, circa 1875 
The indigo field with a central bird-filled 
medallion is within a charcoal meandering vine 
border. Approximately 12 feet 7 inches x 6 feet 7 
inches. 
Even overall wear, re-woven ends, re-piled and 
restored areas. 
C  
$4,000-6,000 

 

293 
Kurkwool and Silk Tabriz Rug  
Northwest Iran, contemporary 
The central circular pendant medallion on the 
ivory field is within a rose palmette and vine 
border. Silk highlights, cotton foundation, 50 raj 
quality. Approximately 6 feet 7 inches x 4 feet 10 
inches. 
Minor moth damage. 
C  
$600-900 

 

294 
Tabriz Carpet  
Northwest Persia, circa 1925 
Of ardebil design with a central circular pendant 
medallion flanked by complementary spandrels 
on an indigo field within a madder rosette and 
cartouche border. Approximately 15 feet 4 
inches x 10 feet 11 inches. 
Areas of minor wear. 
C  
$3,000-5,000 

 

295 
Peking Chinese Carpet  
China, first quarter of the 20th century 
The allover floral pattern on the pale russet field 
is within an indigo palmette and meandering vine 
border. Approximately 11 feet 5 inches x 8 feet 
11 inches. 
Partial ends, re-wrapped selvedges, 6 inch x 8 
inch reinforcement patch and glue on reverse. 
C  
$1,000-1,500 

 

296 
Silk Warp Isfahan Carpet  
Central Iran, contemporary 
The central polychrome pendant medallion on 
the ivory field is within a madder palmette and 
vine border. 288 kpsi. Approximately 10 feet 9 
inches x 6 feet 10 inches.  
Losses to fringes one end. 
C  
$2,500-3,500 

 

297 
Silk and Metallic Thread Hereke Carpet  
West Turkey, contemporary 
The allover polychrome garden design is within 
an ivory palmette and leaf border. 324 
kpsi.Approximately 13 feet 10 inches x 9 feet 7 
inches. 
Areas of wear, minor color runs. 
C  
$5,000-7,000 

 

298 
Heriz Carpet  
Northwest Persia, circa 1900 
The indigo field with a central rosette flanked by 
angular vinery is within a rust border. Karadja 
weave. Approximately 6 feet 4 inches x 4 feet 8 
inches. 
Minor end losses, losses to selvedges. 
C  
$1,200-1,800 

 

299 
Fereghan Gallery Carpet  
North Persia, last quarter of the 19th century 
Three diamond medallions on the cranberry field 
are within a celadon rosette border. 
Approximately 17 feet 4 inches x 6 feet 10 
inches. 
8 inch restored area along width of carpet 
(possible size reduction), minor end losses, 
small restored and re-piled areas. 
C  
$3,000-5,000 

 

300 
Kurkwool and Silk Tabriz Carpet  
Northwest Iran, contemporary 
The ivory field with an overall pattern of large-
scale palmettes is within a buff floral vinery 
border. Silk highlights, cotton foundation, 50 raj 
quality with 288 kpsi. Approximately 11 feet 5 
inches x 8 feet 3 inches. 
C  
$3,500-4,500 

 

301 
Kashan Carpet  
Central Persia, circa 1925 
The overall pattern of floral medallions and 
sprays is within an indigo palmette border. 
Approximately 19 feet 9 inches x 11 feet 9 
inches. 
Over-tinted areas. 
C  
$3,000-5,000 

 

302 
Pair of Flemish Tapestry Panels  
Flanders, 16th/17th century 
Each with two roundels showing figures in 
pastoral scenes. Each approximately 7 feet 10 
inches x 1 foot 11 inches. 
C  
$1,000-1,500 

 

303 
Flemish Verdure Tapestry  
Flanders, 18th century 
Birds amongst trees in a wooded landscape 
within a floral border. Approximately 9 feet 7 
inches x 7 feet 9 inches. 
C  
$3,000-5,000 

 

  
 



GLOSSARY

The following examples define some of the terms 
used in this catalogue. The reader is reminded 
that all of the terms and descriptions used in this  
catalogue as to authorship, period, culture, source  
or origin for any property are made and used as 
qualified statements and opinions only, and are 
subject to the Conditions of Sale and the  
Terms of Guarantee.

In connection with the attribution of authorship,  
as described in paragraph 2 of the Terms of  
Guarantee, the following terms are used in this 
catalogue, and are defined as follows:

FURNITURE AND DECORATIONS

REGENCY ROSEWOOD SOFA TABLE
First quarter of the 19th century. This heading with 
the date included means that the piece is, in our 
best judgment, of the period indicated with no 
major alterations or restorations.

REGENCY ROSEWOOD SOFA TABLE
This heading without inclusion of a date indicates 
that in our best judgment, the piece, while basically 
of the period, has been substantially altered or  
restored and in some cases it may also indicate 
that the piece has been constructed from old parts.

REGENCY STYLE SOFA TABLE
The inclusion of the word “style” in the heading 
indicates that, in our opinion, the piece is an  
intentional copy or reproduction of an earlier work 
or style of works.

PAINTINGS

NICOLAES MAES
In our best judgment the work is by the named 
artist. This is our highest category of authenticity in 
the present catalogue.

ATTRIBUTED TO NICOLAES MAES
In our best judgment, while the work is of the 
period of the named artist, and on the basis of 
style can be ascribed to him, we cannot state with 
certainty that it is by him.

SCHOOL OF NICOLAES MAES
In our best judgment, the work is of the period of 
the named artist, by a pupil or close follower of 
the artist, but is not by the artist.

CIRCLE OF NICOLAES MAES
In our best judgment, the work is of the period of 
the named artist and closely related to his style.

MANNER OF NICOLAES MAES OR AFTER  
NICOLAES MAES OR FOLLOWER OF  
NICOLAES MAES
In our best judgment, although the work is in the 
style of or a copy of a work by the named artist,  
it is of a later period.

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

SIGNED NICOLAES MAES
In our best judgment, the signature, monogram, 
initials or other similar indicia of authorship is a 
recognized signature of the artist and appears in 
one of the six areas of the painting designated  
as follows: 
      (u.l.) Upper left
      (l.l.) Lower left 
      (u.r.) Upper right
      (l.r.)  Lower right 
      (u.c.) Upper center 
      (l.c.) Lower center

BEARS SIGNATURE, NICOLAES MAES
In our best judgment, the signature, monogram, 
initials or other similar indicia of authorship is not 
that of the artist and may have been added at a 
later date.

DATED
In our best judgment, the date indicated on the work 
is the date the work was executed.

DATED (FOR BRONZES)
In our best judgment, the date indicated when the 
original model was executed. Since the exact date 
of the casting of a bronze sculpture is often unknown 
and illustrations in reference books may not specify 
which particular cast is discussed or illustrated, 
it should be pointed out that dates of execution 
and entries listed under Literature in the individual 
catalogue entries do not necessarily refer to the 
castings included in the sale.

PRINTS

NAME OF THE ARTIST
Subject to the Conditions of Sale and Terms of 
Guarantee set forth in this catalogue, and except 
where stated as being “after” or “attributed to” 
an artist, each lot is by the artist appearing at the 
head of the lot, except in the case of lots containing 
works by more than one artist.

TITLE
If there is a generally accepted title for the print, 
that title is given in upper case at the beginning of 
the lot description. If the work has no title or the 
title is unknown to us, a descriptive title is given in 
brackets.

REFERENCES
Information from the standard catalogues of the 
artists’ works is cited when possible following the title.

MEDIUM
The mediums are described as fully as possible, 
although secondary techniques may not be listed.

DATE
The date given is that of the original plate, block, 
stone or screen. It is not necessarily the date at 
which the impression offered for sale was printed.

EDITION
Information regarding the size of the edition is given 
when possible.

SIGNATURE
Only manuscript signatures of the artists are indicated. 
Signatures “in the plate” are not mentioned since 
they are considered part of the image.

 
 
 

QUALITY AND CONDITION
An attempt has been made to give relevant  
information concerning the quality of the impression, 
the size of the margins and the condition of the 
prints when possible. These descriptions are qualified 
statements or opinions only, and are made subject 
to the Conditions of Sale and Terms of Guarantee.

The print sleeves are the property of Doyle New York 
and are not included in the sale.

MEASUREMENTS
As with any description in this catalogue,  
measurements are qualified statements or opinions 
and are subject to the Conditions of Sale and 
Terms of Guarantee. Doyle New York shall not be 
liable for any mistakes in measurements.  
Measurements have been made to the best of our 
ability, and are given in inches to the nearest  
1/4 inch and millimeters, height before width.  
Unless otherwise indicated, etchings and engravings 
are measured by the dimensions of the plate 
marks.Woodcuts, lithographs and silkscreens are 
measured by the dimensions of the images.

All pictures are framed unless otherwise noted in this 
catalogue.



CONDITIONS OF SALE
1. BINDING TERMS
The lots listed in this catalogue will be offered by 
Doyle New York as owner or as agent for consignor 
subject to the following terms and conditions. 
Where Doyle is agent, the contract is between 
seller and buyer. The following Conditions of Sale 
and Terms of Guarantee constitute the entire 
agreement with the purchaser relative to the 
property listed in this catalogue. By bidding at 
auction you agree to be bound by these terms:

2. AS IS
All lots are sold “AS IS” and without recourse and 
neither Doyle New York nor its consignor makes any 
warranties or representations, express or implied, 
with respect to such lots, except for the limited  
warranties expressly stated in the Terms of Guarantee 
section of this catalogue. Prospective buyers are strongly 
advised to examine personally any property in which 
they are interested, before the auction takes place, to 
determine its condition, size, and whether or not it 
has been repaired or restored.

Except as otherwise expressly and specifically provided 
in the Terms of Guarantee, neither Doyle New York 
nor its consignor makes any express or implied warranty 
or representation of any kind or nature with respect 
to merchantability, fitness for purpose, correctness of 
the catalogue or other description of the physical 
condition, size, quality, rarity, importance, medium, 
material, genuineness, attribution, provenance, period, 
culture, source, origin, exhibitions, literature or historical 
significance of any lot sold. The absence of any reference 
to the condition of a lot does not imply that the lot is 
in perfect condition or completely free from wear and 
tear, imperfections or the effects of aging; nor does 
a reference to particular defects imply the absence of 
others. References in the catalogue entry or the condition 
report to damage or restoration are for guidance 
only and should be evaluated by personal inspection 
by the bidder or a knowledgeable representative.

The Terms of Guarantee are controlling, and no 
statement, whether written or oral, and whether 
made in this catalogue, an advertisement, a bill of 
sale, a salesroom posting or announcement, the 
remarks of an auctioneer, or otherwise, shall be 
deemed to create any warranty, representation 
or assumption of liability. All statements by Doyle 
New York in the catalogue entry for the property or 
in the condition report, or made orally or in writing 
elsewhere, are statements of opinion and are not to 
be relied on as statements of fact. Except as stated 
in the Terms of Guarantee, neither Doyle New York nor 
the seller is responsible in any way for errors or omis-
sions in the catalogue or any supplemental material. 
Buyers are responsible for satisfying themselves 
concerning the condition of the property and the 
matters referred to in the catalogue entry.

Doyle New York and its consignor make no warranty 
or representation, express or implied, that the 
purchaser will acquire any copyright or reproduction 
rights to any lot sold. Doyle New York expressly 
reserves the right to reproduce any image of the lots 
sold in this catalogue.  
 
The copyright in all images, illustrations and written 
material produced by or for Doyle New York relating 
to a lot, including the contents of this catalogue, is, 
and shall remain at all times, the property of 
Doyle New York and shall not be used by the buyer, 
nor by anyone else, without our prior written consent.

3. WITHDRAWAL
Doyle New York reserves the right to withdraw  
any lot at any time prior to the commencement  
of bidding for such lot and shall have no liability 
whatsoever for such withdrawal.

4. RESERVES
If the auctioneer decides that any opening bid is  
below the value of the lot offered, the auctioneer 
may reject that bid and withdraw the lot from sale; 
and if, having acknowledged an opening bid, he 
decides that any advance thereafter is insufficient, 
he may reject that advance.

Unless otherwise indicated, all lots are offered subject to 
a reserve, which is the confidential minimum price 
below which such lot will not be sold. No reserve 
will exceed the low estimate of the lot. Reserves are 
agreed upon with the consignor or, in the absence 
thereof, in the  absolute discretion of Doyle New York.

Unless otherwise announced by the auctioneer,  
all bids are per lot as numbered in the catalogue.

Lots marked C preceding the estimate are consigned 
and reserved. Those marked • are reserved property 
in which Doyle New York has an interest.

Doyle New York on occasion makes loans or  
advances funds to consignors.

The auctioneer may implement the reserve by opening 
bidding on any lot by placing a bid on behalf of the 
seller. The auctioneer will not specifically identify bids 
placed on behalf of the seller. The auctioneer may 
further bid on behalf of the seller, up to the amount 
of the reserve, by placing successive or consecutive 
bids for a lot or by placing bids in response to other 
bidders. Unless otherwise noted in the catalogue or 
by an announcement at the auction, Doyle New York 
acts as agent on behalf of the seller and does not 
permit the seller to bid on his or her own property.

5. ESTIMATES
Each lot in the catalogue is given a low and high 
estimate representing that range which, in the 
opinion of Doyle New York, represents a fair and 
probable auction value. When possible, the estimate 
is based on previous auction records of comparable 
property, condition, rarity, quality and provenances. 
The estimates are often determined several months 
before a sale and are therefore subject to change 
upon further research of the property, or to reflect 
market conditions or currency fluctuations.  
Estimates are subject to revision. Actual prices realized 
for items can fall below or above this range.  
An estimate of the selling price should not be relied 
on as a statement that this is the price at which the 
 item will sell or its value for any other purpose. 
Estimates do not include the buyer’s premium. 
Where “Estimate on Request” appears, please contact 
the Specialist Department for further information.

6. BIDDING
Doyle New York reserves the right, at our complete 
discretion, to refuse admission to the premises or 
participation in any auction and to reject any bid, as 
well as the right to refuse to acknowledge any bidder. 
The highest bidder acknowledged by the auctioneer 
will be the purchaser. The auctioneer has the right 
at his absolute and sole discretion to advance the 
bidding in such a manner as he may decide, to withdraw 
or divide any lot, and to combine any two or 
more lots. In the event of error or dispute between 
bidders, or in the event of doubt on our part as to 
the validity of any bid, whether during or after the 
sale, the auctioneer has final discretion to determine 
the successful bidder, to continue the bidding, to 
cancel the sale, or to reoffer and resell the lot in 
dispute. If any dispute arises after the sale, the 
Doyle New York sale record shall be conclusive.

7. PURCHASER’S RESPONSIBILITY
Title passes upon the fall of the auctioneer’s hammer to 
the highest acknowledged  bidder, subject to the conditions 
of sale set forth herein. Such bidder there upon assumes 
full risk and responsibility there for (including, without 
limitation, liability for or damage to frames and glass 
covering prints, paintings or other works). Although in 
our discretion we will execute orders or absentee bids 
or accept telephone bids as a convenience to clients 
who are not present at auctions, we are not responsible 
for any errors or omissions in connection therewith.

When making a bid, a bidder is accepting personal liability 
to pay the purchase price as follows, unless it has been 
explicitly agreed in writing with Doyle New York before 
the commencement of the sale that the bidder is 
acting as agent on behalf of an identified third party 
acceptable to Doyle New York, and that Doyle New 
York will look only to the principal for payment:

The total purchase price to be paid by purchaser is 
the amount of the successful bid price plus a 
premium of 26% on the first $600,000 of the hammer 
price of each lot, 21% on the portion of the hammer 
price from $600,001 through $4,000,000, and 15% on 
that portion of the hammer price exceeding 
$4,000,000. Payment of each lot shall be made as follows: 
 
A cash deposit of not less than 25% of the purchase price 
(unless the whole purchase price is required at the sole 
discretion of Doyle New York) will be paid on the day 
of the auction. Deposits shall apply to all purchases 
made at this sale and not to any one particular lot.

Prior to the sale, the buyer must provide us with his or her 
name and permanent address and, if so requested, 
details of the bank from which payment will be made.
 
The balance of the purchase price, if any, will be paid not 
later than 5 pm one (1) day following the day of the 
auction. Such payment shall be made in U.S. dollars 
by certified or cashier check drawn on a U.S. bank unless 
other arrangements are made with Doyle New York. 
The buyer will not acquire title to the lot until we have 
received all amounts due to us from the buyer in good 
cleared funds even in circumstances where we have released 
the lot to the buyer. Doyle New York reserves the 
right to hold merchandise purchased by personal 
check until the check has cleared the bank.  
 
The purchaser agrees to pay Doyle New York a handling 
charge of $35 for any check dishonored by the drawee.

At some auctions there may be a video or digital screen. 
Errors may occur in its operation and in the quality 
of the image, and Doyle New York does not accept 
liability for such errors.

Any objects offered at this auction which contain materials 
from a species that is endangered or protected, including, 
but not limited to, ivory, coral and tortoiseshell, 
may require a license or certificate prior to exportation 
from the United States or an individual state and 
additional certificates or licenses for importation 
into another state or country. Some materials may 
not be exported, imported into other states or countries 
or resold. It is the purchaser’s responsibility to be 
aware of applicable laws and regulations and to 
obtain any required export or import licenses or 
certificates and any other required documentation. 
 
Further, the purchaser shall be responsible for on-time 
payment of the full purchase price of the lot, even if 
the obtaining  of any such license is denied or delayed.  
 
Doyle assumes no liability for failing to identify 
materials from endangered or protected species or 
for incorrectly identifying such materials.



CONDITIONS OF SALE CONTINUED

8. REMEDIES AVAILABLE TO DOYLE NEW YORK
In addition to the other remedies available to us by 
law, we reserve the right to impose a late charge 
of 1 1/2% per month of the total purchase price if 
payment is not made in accordance with the conditions 
set forth herein. All property must be removed from 
our premises by the purchaser at their expense not 
later than (2) business days following its sale and, 
if it is not removed, Doyle New York reserves the right 
to charge a minimum storage fee of $5 per lot per day 
or to deliver the property to a public warehouse for 
storage at the purchaser’s expense, to be released 
only after payment in full of all removal, storage, 
handling, insurance and any other costs incurred, 
together with payment of all other amounts due to us.  
 
Doyle New York shall have no liability for any 
damage to property left on its premises for more 
than (2) days following the sale.

If any applicable conditions herein are not complied 
with by the purchaser, in addition to other remedies 
available to us and the consignor by law, including 
without limitation the right to hold the purchaser 
liable for the total purchase price, including all fees, 
charges and expenses more fully set forth herein,  
we shall be entitled in our absolute discretion  
to exercise one or more of the following rights  
or remedies:
 
a) To charge interest at such rate as we shall
reasonably select;

b) To hold the defaulting buyer liable for the total 
amount due and to commence legal proceedings for 
its recovery together with interest, legal fees and costs 
to the fullest extent permitted under applicable law;

c) Cancel the sale of that, or any other lot or lots sold 
to the defaulting purchaser at the same or any other 
auction, retaining as liquidated damages 
all payments made by the purchaser;
 
d) Resell the property whether at private sale or 
public auction without reserve, and the purchaser 
will be liable for any deficiency, cost, including 
handling charges, the expenses of both sales, our 
commission on both sales at our regular rate, all 
other charges due hereunder and incidental damages;

e) To set off the outstanding amount remaining 
unpaid by the buyer against any amounts which we 
may owe the buyer in any other transactions;

f)  Where several amounts are owed by the buyer 
to us, in respect of different transactions, to apply 
any amount paid to discharge any amount owed in 
respect of any particular transaction, whether or 
not the buyer so directs;

g) To reject at any future auction any bids made by or 
on behalf of  the buyer or to require a deposit 
from the buyer before accepting any bids;

h) To take such other actions as we deem necessary 
or appropriate; or

i) To effect any combination thereof.

In addition, a defaulting purchaser will be deemed 
to have granted and assigned to us a continuing 
security interest of first priority in, and we may retain 
as collateral security for such purchaser’s obligations 
to us, any property or money of or owing to such 
purchaser in our possession. We shall have all of the 
rights accorded a secured party under the New 
York Uniform Commercial Code with respect to such 
property and we may apply against such  
obligations all monies held or received by us for the 
account of, or due from us, to such purchaser. At our 
option, payment will not be deemed to have 
been made in full until we have collected funds 
represented by checks, or in the case of bank or 
cashier’s checks, we have confirmed their authenticity. 
In the event the purchaser fails to pay any or all of 
the total purchaser price for any lot and Doyle 
New York nonetheless elects to pay the consignor 
any portion of the sale proceeds,  the purchaser 
acknowledges that Doyle New York shall have all 
of the rights of the consignor to pursue the purchaser 
for any amounts paid to the consignor, whether at 
law, in equity, or under these Conditions of Sale.

9. LIMITED LIABILITY
If for any cause a purchased lot cannot be delivered 
in as good condition as at the time of sale, or should 
any purchased lot be stolen or mis-delivered or lost 
prior to delivery, Doyle New York shall not be 
liable for any amount in excess of that paid by the 
purchaser. We are not responsible for the acts or 
omissions of carriers or packers of purchased lots, 
whether or not recommended by us. Packing and 
handling of purchased lots by us is at the entire risk 
of the purchaser and Doyle New York will have no  
liability for any loss or damage to such items. 
 
 

10. DOYLE NEW YORK EMPLOYEES
Employees of Doyle New York are not prohibited 
from bidding on property. In the course of their 
employment it is possible that they may have  
access to information not available to the public.

 
11. WAIVER OF CONDITIONS
Any and all of these conditions may be waived or 
modified in the sole discretion of Doyle New York. 
The Conditions of Sale, Terms of Guarantee, the 
glossary, if any, and all other contents of this 
catalogue are subject to amendment by us by oral 
announcements made during the sale.  
 
Salesroom notices amend the catalogue description 
of a lot after our catalogue has gone to press. 
They are posted in the viewing galleries and 
salesroom or are announced by the auctioneer. 
Please take note of them.

12. All measurements and weight are approximate. 
Doyle New York is not responsible for damage of 
glass covering paintings, drawings, other works or 
frames and lamp shades regardless of cause.

13. If any part of these Conditions of Sale is found 
by any court to be invalid, illegal or unenforceable, 
the balance of the conditions shall continue to be 
valid to the fullest extent permitted by law.

14. The rights and obligations of the parties with 
respect to these Conditions of Sale and Terms 
of Guarantee, as well as the purchaser’s and our 
respective rights and obligations hereunder, the 
conduct of the auction and any matters connected 
with any of the foregoing, shall be governed and 
interpreted by the laws of the State of New York. 
By bidding at auction, whether present in person 
or by agent, by written bid, telephone or other 
means, the buyer shall be deemed to have submitted, 
for the benefit of Doyle New York, to the exclusive 
jurisdiction of the federal or state courts located in 
the state and county of New York and waives any 
objection to the jurisdiction and venue of any such 
court.

To better assist our clients, we have prepared the 
following information on Sales and Use Tax related to 
property purchased at auction.  
 
 
WHY DOYLE NEW YORK COLLECTS SALES TAX

Virtually all State Sales Tax Laws require a
corporation to register with the State’s Tax  
Authorities and collect and remit sales tax if the 
corporation maintains a presence within the state, 
such as offices. In the states that impose sales tax, 
Tax Laws require an auction house, with a presence 
in the state, to register as a sales tax collector, and 
remit sales taxcollected to the state. New York sales 
tax is charged on the hammer price, buyer’s premium 
and any other applicable charges on any property 
picked up or delivered in New York, regardless of 

the state or country in which the purchaser resides or 
does business.

 
WHERE DOYLE NEW YORKCOLLECTS SALES TAX

Doyle New York is currently registered to collect 
sales tax in the following states: New York and the 
District of Columbia.

For any property collected or received by the  
purchaser in New York City, such property is 
subject to sales tax at the existing New York State and 
City rate of 8.875%.

If the property is delivered into any of the states in 
which Doyle New York is registered, Doyle New York 
is required by law to collect and remit the appropriate 

sales tax in effect in the state where the property is 
delivered.

WHERE DOYLE NEW YORK IS NOT  
REQUIRED TO COLLECT SALES TAX

Doyle New York is not required to collect sales tax 
on property delivered to states other than those 
listed above. If the property is delivered to a state 
where Doyle New York is not required to collect 
sales tax, it is the responsibility of the purchaser 
to self-assess any sales or use tax and remit it to 
taxing authorities in that state.

Doyle New York is not required to collect sales tax 
for property delivered to the purchaser outside of the 
United States.

INFORMATION ON SALES AND USE TAX RELATED TO PURCHASES AT AUCTION



TERMS OF GUARANTEE

Doyle New York warrants the authenticity of 
authorship of each lot contained in this catalogue 
solely and expressly subject to the terms and  
conditions set forth below.

1. DEFINITION OF AUTHORSHIP
“Authorship” is defined as the artist, artisan, workshop, 
designer, school, period, culture, or source of origin, 
as applicable and indicated in the description of 
the lot. The warranted  information appears in bold 
print immediately following the individual lot number; 
no other language in the catalogue is warranted, 
including any supplemental material which appears 
below the bold print headings. Doyle New York 
is not responsible for any errors or omissions in 
any material, which appears below the bold print 
headings. The description of authorship in this 
catalogue may be amended by a supplement to the 
catalogue, or by notices or announcements at the 
time and place of the auction sale.  
 
This catalogue may contain one or more glossaries 
explaining the terminology used in the catalogue. 
All terminology used in this catalogue, including 
the contents of the glossaries, are merely qualified 
statements or opinions and are not intended or 
made as warranted statements or representations 
under these Terms of Guarantee. Doyle New York 
makes no warranties whatsoever, express or implied, 
with respect to any material in the catalogue, 
except as set forth in bold print headings following 
individual lot numbers in this catalogue and subject 
to the exclusions set forth below.

2. COVERAGE UNDER THE GUARANTEE
Subject to the exclusions set forth below in 
paragraphs 5 and 6, Doyle New York warrants the 
authorship (as that term is defined above) of each 
lot in this catalogue for a period of five years from 
the date of the sale of the lot.  
 
The guarantee is made only to the original purchaser 
of record at the auction, and only the registered 
bidder for the lot at the auction will be considered 
as the original purchaser. The buyer must give 
written notice of claim within five years from the 
date of the auction. Doyle New York may require, 

at its option, to have the purchaser obtain at the 
purchaser’s expense the opinion of two recognized 
experts (approved by Doyle New York) in the field 
relating to the item in question, before Doyle New 
York determines whether to rescind a sale under the 
above warranty. Upon request, Doyle New York 
will provide the purchaser with the names of  
acceptable experts.

3. NON-ASSIGNABILITY
The benefits of this warranty are not assignable and 
shall be applicable only to the original purchaser 
of record (i.e., the registered bidder) and not to any 
subsequent owners (including, without limitation, 
donees, heirs, successors, beneficiaries or assigns) 
who have, or may acquire, an interest in any 
purchased property. The original buyer must have 
remained the owner of the lot without disposing 
of any interest in it to any third party.

4. SOLE REMEDY
The purchaser agrees that in the case of a breach of 
warranty under these Terms of Guarantee, he shall 
have no remedy other than rescission of the sale and 
the refund of the original purchase price paid. 
The original purchase price paid is defined as the 
amount of the successful bid price, plus the buyer’s 
premium. No rescission and refund will be made 
unless the item is returned to Doyle New York at 
175 East 87th Street, New York, NY 10128, in the 
same condition as at the time of sale. The remedy 
of rescission and refund is exclusive and the 
purchaser waives any other remedy which may be 
otherwise available in law or equity. Doyle New 
York shall not be liable for any special, consequential 
or incidental damages incurred or claimed including, 
without limitation, loss of profits or for interest.

5. EXCLUSIONS
This warranty does not apply to:
 
i. authorship of any paintings, drawings or sculpture 
created prior to 1870, unless the lot is determined 
to be a counterfeit which has a value at the date of 
the claim for rescission which is materially less 
than the purchase price paid for the lot; or

ii. any catalogue description where it was specifically 
mentioned that there is a conflict of specialist 
opinion on the authorship of a lot; or

iii. authorship which on the date of sale was in  
accordance with the then generally accepted opinion 
of scholars and specialists, despite the subsequent 
discovery of new information, whether historical or 
physical, concerning the artist or craftsman, his 
students, school, workshop or followers; or

iv. the identification of periods or dates of execution 
which may be proven inaccurate by means of  
scientific processes not generally accepted for use 
until after publication of the catalogue, or which 
were unreasonably expensive or impractical to use 
at the time of publication of the catalogue.

The term counterfeit is defined as a modern fake or 
forgery, made less than fifty years ago, and made with 
the intent to deceive. The authenticity of signatures, 
monograms, initials or other similar indications of 
authorship is expressly excluded as a controlling 
factor in determining whether a work is a counterfeit 
under the meaning of this Terms of Warranty.

6. LIMITED WARRANTY
As stated in paragraph 2 of the Conditions of Sale, 
neither Doyle New York nor its consignor makes any 
express or implied representations or warranties 
whatsoever concerning any property in the catalogue, 
including without limitation, any warranty of  
merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose, 
except as specifically and expressly provided in 
these Terms of Guarantee.

LOCAL TAX ADVISORS

As sales tax laws vary from state to state, Doyle 
New York recommends that clients with questions 
regarding the application of sales or use taxes to 
property purchased at auction seek tax advice 
form their local tax advisors.

Property collected from Doyle New York premises 
by common carriers on behalf of the purchaser for 
delivery to the purchaser at his address outside 
of New York is not subject to New York Sales Tax. If 
it is delivered by the common carrier to any of the 
states where Doyle New York is required to col-
lect sales tax, applicable tax will be added to the 
purchase price.  
 
WHERE DOYLE NEW YORK IS NOT  
REQUIRED TO COLLECT SALES TAX

Doyle New York is not required to collect sales 
tax on property delivered to states other than 
those listed above. If the property is delivered to 
a state where Doyle New York is not required to 
collect sales tax, it is the responsibility of the 
purchaser to self-assess any sales or use tax and 
remit it to taxing authorities in that state.

Doyle New York is not required to collect 
sales tax for property delivered to the purchaser 
outside of the United States.

RESTORATION AND OTHER SERVICES

Regardless of where the property is subsequently 
transported, if any framing or restoration services 
are performed in New York, it is considered to 
be a delivery of the property to the purchaser in 
New York, and Doyle New York will be required to 
collect the 8.875% New York sales tax.

LOCAL TAX ADVISORS

As sales tax laws vary from state to state, 
Doyle New York recommends that clients with 
questions regarding the application of sales or 
use taxes to property purchased at auction 
seek tax advice form their local tax advisors.

CERTAIN EXEMPTIONS

Most states that impose sales taxes allow for 
specified exemptions to the tax. For example, 
a registered re-seller such as a registered art 

dealer may purchase without incurring a tax  
liability, and Doyle New York is not required 
to collect sales tax from such re-seller. The art 
dealer, when re-selling the property, may be 
required to charge sales  tax to its client, or 
the client may be required to  self-assess sales or 
use tax upon acquiring the property.

If a not-for-profit or charitable organization is selling 
property through Doyle New York, it may be sold 
as a tax exempted purchase. The not-for-profit 
seller must be registered with the New York 
Department of Taxation and Finance as an exempt 
organization and the property must be picked up 
or delivered in New York. However, a compensating 
use tax is due from the buyer if any such lot is shipped 
to any of the states where Doyle New York maintains 
offices. It is the buyer’s responsibility to ascertain 
and pay all taxes due. Buyers claiming exemption 
from sales tax must have the appropriate  
documentation on file with Doyle New York prior 
to the release of the property.

INFORMATION ON SALES AND USE TAX RELATED TO PURCHASES AT AUCTION 
(CONTINUED)



BUYING AT DOYLE

Since 1963, Doyle New York has built a worldwide 
reputation for expertise, integrity and service. In our 
New York salesrooms, we hold approximately forty 
auctions annually featuring fine art, jewelry, furniture, 
decorative arts, books, prints, couture and a variety 
of other categories. Our global audience of buyers 
and sellers know the quality of our sales and 
appreciate our standard of service. If you are new 
to the auction process, please take a moment to 
review the following information.

The following will help in understanding the auction 
buying process. All  bidders should read the 
Conditions of Sale and Terms of Guarantee in 
this catalogue, as well as the Glossary or any other 
notices. By bidding at auction, bidders are bound 
by the Conditions of Sale and Terms of Guarantee, 
as amended by oral announcements or posted 
notices, which together form the sale contract 
between the successful bidder (purchaser),  
Doyle New York and the seller (consignor) of the lot. 
 
 
BEFORE YOU BID

Doyle New York produces both printed and Internet 
auction catalogues that contain descriptions of 
the property being offered and the presale  
estimates and are available prior to the sale date. 
Our free Internet catalogues, available at Doyle.com, 
also provide illustrations, direct communication 
with our specialists, and the ability to leave online 
absentee bids and track lots. The catalogues will 
help familiarize you with property being offered at 
the designated auction. 
 
In addition, Doyle.com offers a free Internet 
Personal Shopper that allows collectors to enter 
keywords of objects they are seeking. As each 
Internet auction catalogue is posted online, the 
collector is notified by email of any matches.

A prospective buyer must complete and sign a 
registration form and provide identification before 
bidding. We may require the production of bank or 
other financial references.

PROVENANCE
In certain circumstances, Doyle New York may 
print in the catalogue the history of ownership 
of a work of art if such information contributes 
to scholarship or is otherwise well known and 
assists in distinguishing the work of art. However, the 
identity of the seller or previous owners may not be 
disclosed for a variety of reasons. For example, 
such information may be excluded to accommodate 
a seller’s request for confidentiality or because the 
identity of prior owners is unknown given the age of 
the work of art.

SPECIALIST’S ADVICE
Prospective bidders may be interested in  
specific information not included in the catalogue 
description of a lot. For additional information 
please contact either a Doyle New York specialist or 
Doyle New York’s Client Services Department. You 
may also request a condition report from the special-
ist in charge.

BIDDING AT AUCTION

Auctions are open to the public without any admission 
fee or obligation to bid. Pre-auction viewings are 
open to the public free of charge. Doyle New York’s 
specialists are available to give advice and condition 
reports at viewings or by appointment. The auctioneer 
introduces the objects for sale - known as “lots” -  
in numerical order as listed in the catalogue.  
The auctioneer accepts bids from those present in 
the salesroom, from telephone bidders, from Internet 
bidders or by absentee written bids left with Doyle 
New York in advance of the auction.

LIVE BIDDING
The most exciting way to participate at auction is the 
traditional method of bidding live in the salesroom 
with an auction paddle. Buyers who would like to bid 
may register for a paddle on the day of the sale upon 
entering the salesroom at least 30 minutes before 
the sale. The paddle is numbered so as to identify you 
to the auctioneer. To register, you will need a form 
of identification such as a driver’s license or credit 
card. If you are a first-time bidder, you will also be 
asked for your address, phone number and signature 
and a bank reference in order to create your account. 
To avoid any delay in the release of purchases,  
please pre-arrange check or credit approval through 
Doyle New York’s Credit Department at 212-427-4141 
ext. 205. If you are bidding for someone else, you will 
need to provide a letter from that person authorizing 
you to bid on that person’s behalf. Issuance of a bid 
paddle is in Doyle New York’s sole discretion.

Once the first bid has been placed, the auctioneer 
asks for higher bids, in increments determined by 
the auctioneer. To place your bid, simply raise your 
paddle until the auctioneer acknowledges you.

As a courtesy to bidders, a currency board may be 
operated. It displays the lot number and current bid 
in both U.S. dollars and foreign currency. Exchange 
rates are approximations based on recent exchange 
rate information and should not be relied upon as 
a precise invoice amount. Doyle New York assumes 
no responsibility for any error or omission in foreign 
or United States currency amounts shown.

TELEPHONE BIDDING
Clients unable to attend the sale may still participate 
live by bidding on the telephone with a trained staff 
member on the auction floor. The Telephone Bid Forms 
are available on our Web site, in our printed catalogue, 
and through our Client Services Department. Please 
contact the Bid Department prior to the sale to make 
arrangements or to answer any questions you may 
have. Telephone bids are accepted only at Doyle 
New York’s discretion and at the caller’s risk. Calls 
may also be recorded at Doyle New York’s discretion. 
By bidding on the telephone, prospective buyers 
consent thereto. Telephone bids cannot be accepted 
for lot estimated below $1,000. Arrangements must 
be confirmed with the Bid Department at least  
24 hours prior to the auction at 212-427-4141 ext. 242. 
Arrangements to bid in languages other than 
English must be made well in advance of the sale 
date. Doyle New York offers all absentee and 
telephone bidding services as a convenience to 
our clients but will not be responsible for errors or 
failures to execute bids.
 

ABSENTEE BIDDING
For buyers unable to participate live in the salesroom 
or on the telephone, Doyle offers the option of Ab-
sentee Bids. Absentee Bids work exactly as if 
the bidder were in the salesroom bidding up to a 
predetermined price limit, except that the price 
limit is given confidentially to Doyle ahead of time. 
Absentee Bid Forms are available on our Web site, 
in our printed catalogues, and through our Client 
Services Department. Return the completed Absentee 
Bid Form to Doyle New York either by mail or by 
fax. When the lot that you are interested in comes 
up for sale, a Doyle New York representative will 
execute the bid on your behalf, making every effort 
to purchase the item for as little as possible and  
never exceeding your limit. The auctioneer may 
execute absentee bids directly from the rostrum, 
identifying these as “absentee bids,” “book bids,” 
or “order bids.” This service is free and confidential. 
For detailed instructions and information, please see 
the Doyle New York Absentee Bid Form at the 
back of this catalogue or on our Web site. In the 
event that identical bids are submitted, the earliest will 
take precedence.

INTERNET ABSENTEE BIDS
Buyers may also conveniently leave bids on our 
Web site through our Internet catalogues. These bids
are executed at the auction in the same fashion as 
an Absentee Bid.

LIVE ONLINE BIDDING 
BidLive! with a click of your mouse. Bidders from 
around the world now can experience the excitement 
of bidding live at Doyle on their computers.
 
MAC USERS: Please use Firefox browser (download). 
BidLive!, powered by Invaluable, does not support 
iPhone or iPad at this time.

Doyle New York does not guarantee that live Internet 
bidding will be uninterrupted or without error, or that 
Internet bids will be received.



BUYING AT DOYLE CONTINUED

SUCCESSFUL BIDS

Successful absentee bidders will be notified after 
the sale. Absentee bidders will receive a list of sale 
results if they enclose a stamped self-addressed 
envelope with their Absentee Bid Form. Printed lists 
of auction prices are available immediately after 
the sale on our Web site and at our galleries. While 
invoices are sent out by mail after the auction, we 
do not accept responsibility for notifying you of the 
result of your bids. Buyers are requested to contact 
us by telephone or in person as soon as possible  
after the sale to obtain details of the outcome  
of their bids to avoid incurring unnecessary  
storage charges. 
 
 
AFTER THE AUCTION

If your bid is successful, you can go directly to  
Purchaser Accounting to make payment  
arrangements. Otherwise, your invoice will be mailed 
to you. The final price is determined by adding the 
buyer’s premium to the hammer price on a per-lot 
basis. Sales tax, where applicable, will be charged  
on the entire amount. Payment is due in full  
immediately after the sale. However, under certain 
circumstances, and generally with the seller’s  
agreement, Doyle New York may offer buyers it 
deems creditworthy the option of an extended  
payment plan. Credit terms should be arranged prior 
to the sale. Please contact the Credit Department for 
information on credit  
arrangements for a particular lot.

METHODS OF PAYMENT
Accepted forms of payment include bank wire  
transfers, cash (in US currency up to $5,000),  
traveler’s check (in US currency up to $5,000), money 
orders (in US currency up to $5,000), or personal 
check made payable in US dollars drawn on a US 
bank, unless other arrangements are made with 
Purchaser Accounts. It is Doyle New York’s policy  
to request any new clients or purchasers preferring 
to make a cash payment to provide: verification of 
identity (by providing some form of government  
issued identification containing a photograph,  
such as a passport, identity card, or driver’s license), 
confirmation of permanent address and  
identification of the source of the funds. Invoices 
greater than $5,000 require payment by certified 
check, bank check or wire transfer. Credit cards are 
not accepted for payment of auction purchases.

To pay for a purchase by check, please see our  
cashier and fill out a Check Acceptance Account 
form. Until approved, you will not be permitted 
to remove purchases before the check has cleared. 
To avoid delivery delays, prospective buyers are en-
couraged to supply bank or other suitable references 
before the auction. Check acceptance privileges are 
reviewed from time to time by Doyle New York and 
may be granted or withdrawn at our sole discretion. 
Checks should be made payable to Doyle New York. 
Note that checks drawn on foreign banks may be ac-
cepted with the approval of the Credit Department, 
may not be accepted for values under $500, and 
that there is a $100 minimum collection charge on 
checks drawn on foreign banks located outside the 
U.S. Certified checks, banker’s drafts and cashier’s 
checks are accepted at Doyle New York’s discretion 
provided they are issued by a reputable financial 
institution governed by anti-money laundering laws. 
Instruments not meeting these requirements will  
be treatedas “cash equivalents” and subject to the 
constraints noted above.

Please direct inquiries regarding wire transfer  
or ACH credit to Steven L. Kuzio, 212.427.4141  
ext. 202, steven.kuzio@doyle.com

BUYER’S PREMIUM
The invoice will include the successful hammer price 
of the item and the buyer’s premium.  
Doyle New York charges a premium to the buyer on 
the final bid price of each lot sold at the following 
rates: 26% on the first $600,000 of the hammer 
price of each lot, 21% on the portion of the hammer 
price from $600,001 through $4,000,000, and 15%  
on that portion of the hammer price exceeding 
$4,000,000. Applicable sales tax will also be added 
to the final total. New York Sales tax is charged on 
the hammer price, buyer’s premium and any other 
applicable charges on any property picked up or 
delivered in New York State, regardless of the state 
or country in which the purchaser resides or does 
business. Please refer to “Information on Sales and 
Use Tax Related to Purchases at Auction” in the back 
of the catalogue. All sales are final and subject to the 
Conditions of Sale.

PICK-UPS
Once your payment has been cleared, property 
may be released. Unless otherwise agreed by Doyle 
New York, auction purchases should be paid for 
and picked up at Doyle New York within 48 hours 
of the auction. Items left beyond the 48 hours may 
be subject to a storage fee (see below). Please note 
that the hours for removal of property are Monday 
through Friday from 8:15am until 4:45pm, except on 
auction days during which only purchases made that 
day may be picked up. As a courtesy to purchasers 
who come to Doyle New York to pick up property, 
Doyle New York will assist in the packing of lots,  
although Doyle New York may, in the case of fragile 
articles, choose not to pack or otherwise handle a 
purchase. Doyle New York will not be responsible or 
liable for damage to glass covering paintings, draw-
ings or other works, or damage to frames, regardless 
of cause. 
 
STORAGE FEES
Pursuant to section 8 of our Conditions of Sale,  
we request that successful buyers collect their 
property within two business days following the sale. 
Should the property (except jewelry, coins, stamps 
or as announced by the auctioneer) remain on our 
premises for more than 31 days following a sale it 
will be transferred to an independent warehouse on 
the buyer’s behalf  

at the purchaser’s risk and subject to storage charges 
at the purchaser’s expense. As transferred property 
will no longer be in Doyle New York’s custody or 
care, Doyle New York will not be able to assist you 
with pick-up or shipping arrangements. To avoid 
storage charges, please arrange for the removal of 
your purchases as soon as possible.

Please Note: Transfer to a Storage facility of  
uncollected purchases past the 31-day grace period 
will constitute delivery of the property to the buyer 
in New York State. As a result, buyer will be liable to 
pay New York State Sales Tax if not tax-exempt.

The charges are payable to an outside Storage  
Company and therefore cannot be waived by Doyle 
New York. We encourage all buyers to  
collect purchased property within two business days 
following the sale.

In order to collect property from Yorkville Van and 
Storage, buyers must present a copy of a paid 
invoice bearing a Yorkville warehouse release stamp. 
This warehouse release stamp can only be obtained 
from the cashier at Doyle New York’s main reception 
desk located at 175 East 87th St in Manhattan.

SHIPPING
Shipping is the responsibility of the buyer.  
Upon request, our Client Services Department will 
provide a list of shippers who deliver to destinations 
within the United States and overseas. Kindly disregard 
the sales tax if an I.C.C. licensed shipper will ship 
your purchases anywhere outside the state of New 
York or the District of Columbia.

ENDANGERED SPECIES
Certain property sold at auction, for example, 
items made of or incorporating plant or animal 
materials such as coral, crocodile, ivory,  whalebone, 
tortoise shell, mother-of-pearl, etc., irrespective of 
age or value, may require a license or certificate 
prior to exportation and additional licenses or 
certificates upon importation to another country. 
Doyle New York suggests that buyers check on 
their government wildlife import requirements 
prior to placing a bid. Although licenses can be 
obtained to export some types of endangered 
species, other types may not be exported at all, and 
other types may not be resold in the United States.

VI



At Doyle New York, we commit our expertise,  
experience, market knowledge and global
outreach to every sale. The numerous auction  
records set in our salesrooms are testimony to the 
advantages of selling property at Doyle. To make the 
auction process as easy and  convenient as possible, 
our team of dedicated professionals will guide you 
through the entire appraisal and auction procedure. 
As part of our commitment to providing comprehensive 
auction services to collectors, institutions and estates, 
Doyle New York offers several options to those seeking 
to sell their property: consignment of the objects 
to auction at Doyle, outright sale of the objects to 
Doyle, a combination of both, or referrals to  
other organizations.

OBTAINING AN APPRAISAL

The first step in selling property at auction is to 
obtain a free informal appraisal of the item. The 
appraisal includes an estimated value, which is the 
specialist’s best judgement as to what the object 
will sell for at auction. The figure is based upon the 
specialist’s expertise and knowledge of what similar 
items are fetching in the current auction market.

There are various ways to obtain appraisals.  
Information and appointments to view property 
in your home or in the gallery can be arranged 
through our Scheduling Department, an appropriate 
Specialist Department, or a Doyle New York  
Regional Representative. Once your property has 
been evaluated, Doyle New York representatives can 
then help you determine how to proceed with 
the auction process. They will provide information 
regarding sellers’ commission rates and other 
charges, auction timetable, shipping and any other 
further services you may require.

SUBMITTING PHOTOGRAPHS
We welcome photographs of property to evaluate 
for possible auction if the property is not portable, 
or if you are not able to visit  our galleries. If you 
have a large collection, a representative selection 
of photographs is acceptable. Please bring in the 
photographs or email photos of your objects to 
the Scheduling Department. You may also mail 
photographs to the Scheduling Department, or 
call them at 212-427-4141, ext. 260, to discuss 
your property and perhaps arrange an appointment 
with a specialist. Please be sure to include the 
dimensions, artist’s signature or maker’s mark, 
medium, physical condition, and any other relevant 
information. Our specialists will provide a free 
preliminary auction estimate subject to a final 
estimate upon first hand inspection.

 

 
 

REGIONAL APPRAISAL DAYS
Doyle New York’s Regional Representatives host 
free appraisal days on a regular basis throughout 
Connecticut, the metropolitan Washington, DC 
area, as well as in other areas throughout the 
United States. These popular events provide ease 
and convenience for collectors outside of New York 
who wish to sell their property at Doyle. At these 
events, we accept property for upcoming auctions 
in our New York salesrooms through both  
consignment and outright purchase.

SELLING YOUR PROPERTY

CONSIGNING TO AUCTION
In consigning property to auction, the seller retains 
ownership until the successful sale of the item at 
auction. When property is consigned to Doyle for 
auction, we devote the expertise of our specialists 
and professional staff to achieving outstanding 
prices at auction.

THE CONSIGNMENT CONTRACT
When you consign property to Doyle New York 
you will receive two copies of our Consignment 
Agreement, the legal document delineating the 
terms of sale. One copy should be initialed, signed 
and returned; the other kept for your records. 
Once the property is received in our gallery, you will 
be sent a Contract Schedule listing the property, the 
planned sale dates, the estimated price ranges, 
and the reserves will be listed, along with the 
agreed upon seller’s commission and other 
related fees.

RESERVE PRICE
Before an item is offered at auction, the consignor 
and Doyle New York may agree on a reserve price, 
a confidential minimum selling price. Unless a  
specific reserve is arranged, a discretionary reserve 
is fixed at fifty percent of the low estimate. If the 
consignor designates a reserve on a lot, and it  
remains unsold, there will be a buy-in fee charged 
on the reserve price.

OUTRIGHT SALE TO DOYLE
Outright purchase of property by Doyle allows the 
seller the advantage and convenience of immediate 
payment. Many sellers prefer this method of sale 
rather than consigning their property to auction 
and awaiting payment after the successful sale of 
the items. For further information please contact our 
Scheduling Department.

AFTER THE AUCTION

RESULTS OF SALE
You may track realized prices of your consigned 
property in real time and view all sales results  
online at Doyle.com. A preliminary settlement 
statement itemizing the hammer prices, commissions 
and fees is mailed to the consignor after the  
auction. You may also call us at 212-427-2730 for 
prices realized.

PAYMENT TO CONSIGNORS
Payment to consignors is mailed five weeks after 
the date of the sale, together with a final settlement 
statement. The amount of payment is the hammer 
price of each lot successfully sold, less the  
commission and any other fees.

ESTATE AND 
APPRAISAL SERVICES

For forty years, Doyle New York’s Appraisal and  
Auction Services Department has worked with 
museums, corporate collections, banks and law 
firms, trust and estate professionals, heirs, and 
private clients across the nation providing our 
comprehensive appraisal and auction services.  
Our thorough, well-researched fair market appraisals 
have earned Doyle a solid reputation for  
professionalism, integrity and service throughout the 
United States.

Doyle New York offers a full range of expert  
appraisal services, specializing in providing timely 
formal appraisals for estate tax and probate  
purposes. Our expert team of specialists and our 
professional staff bring years of experience to each 
appraisal. Full color digital photographs may be 
included in the appraisal in order to make each 
object easily identifiable. Depending on the  
location, we are happy to provide, at no charge,  
a preliminary walk-through examination to  
determine approximate costs and special needs.  
Appraisal fees are based on the scope of the  
property with travel expenses additional.

Doyle New York will prepare a customized proposal 
tailored to the specific property under consideration 
for auction, including a commission and fee  
structure developed to maximize returns to consignors. 
We may also make an outright purchase offer on  
individual items or entire estates. As part of our  
focus on comprehensive estate liquidation,  
we offer our unique “Broomclean Service” – our own 
trucks and crew will transport the fine property to 
Doyle, remove remaining items, and leave the 
premises “broomclean.”

INFORMATION

For more information please call 212-427-4141,  
ext 260, or email info@Doyle.com. For estate and 
appraisal services, please contact our Appraisal and 
Auction Services Department at 212-427-4141, 
ext. 227.

SELLING AT DOYLE


